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THMRMAL THEORY. OF ,.COMBUSTION AND EXPLOSI ON* ..... ‘-”

By”N, N, SernenoV.

*
INTRODUCTIONi, ,,-.,.“; ...’” :..,””‘...,:

., ,.,,, ,,, ... ..,. ,,.’ .“,,.
In liis ~lOtitlj.nes’ of ’’Dynamic’’Chem~stry~i of 1884, -“’

van’t Hoff formulated the basic laws ‘governing the prog-
ress of simpl’e chemical reactions. For the case of mutu,al
interaction. of two sets ofparticles, the velocity of”re-
actio~ is proportional to the number of collisions between
the molecules - that is, to the square of the number of”
molecules’ per unit volume, if the reaction is tetween the.
same kind. of molecules (2C130 = 2C12 +’”02), and to the
product of the numbers of molecules if the reaction is be-
iweeti molecules of different kinds (Ha + 1,2 : 2HI).
Vanlt Hoff denotedieactions of this type as bimolecular
(Or reactions of tha second order) . ,,

In the case where the molecule breaks up in the in-
terval, of free flight between impacts (CH3NNCH3 = C2H6 + Na),
the reaction velocity will’be proportional to the. first .“
power of the number of molecules per unit volume. Reac-
tions of this type, van’t Hoff denoted as monomolecular (or
reactions of the first order).

The conitant of the reaction velocity increases with
E’ ‘.

,.

,the temperature, -maccording to *he. exponential ‘law e
where T is the absolute temperature, R“’ the gas con-~ “
stant , e~ual to 2 cal/deg, and E a magnitude which i8 “
ch’aract”e5i&!t3cof each’reaction (determining” the..rate of
increase”of” the: velocity witli’’the temperature). Arrhenius,
some yi3krs”la’ter, dem’’onstratedin’greatem” detail tho”cor-
rectness’ of’ this temperature law”and.gavea Simple explana-
tion, basedon thb kinetic theory, of”.themagnitude E, “
whichhe called the-energy of activation: He assumed th’at
not’all mol’’eculestook part in th’a r’eaction - only.those
in &n&ctive 5tate - the ener,;gy;impar.ted””to! a molecule in,
the active stat&bei’n”g greater ’’tkan’’acertaian’n-amount 3.
According’ to the Boltzman lhw, the ‘number’of active mole-.; ,. . ,.,,

*’l%ornProgress ofPhys~~l Science (U.S.S.il’=), VOI. 23,
no. 3, 1940, pp. 251-292.
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CU1OS constitute a fraction e of the’inactive moZe -
cules. It follows that the velocity of reaction expressed
in terms of the number of reacting molecules per unit time
per unit volume will ,36 “ “ ‘

where n = 2 for binolesular and “n = 1 for monomolecular
reactions. [X is the number of activated molecules at a
given instant t.) AEt the start of the reaction when

x= o, W. = kan e- z. (a is the number of molecules of

the initial substance per unit volume at the start of reac-
tion.) The constant k for b!.nolecular reactions is, ev-

idently, equal to fim Oa U where u is the diameter

and u the thernal velocity of the molecule. In the case
of monomolecular reactions k % v where u is the number
of vibrations of the molecule for the type of molecular
bond that is broken - that is, a magnitude of the order of

10Z3 - 1014.

Five years ago Eyring, on the basis of modern statis-
tical methods and data on the structure and energy of the
molecule, considered this problem (theory of an activated
complex) and for simple cases ardived at practically the
saae result as that given above. For more complex mole-
cules entering bimolecular reacttons, he showed the possi-
bility of a small steric factor appreciably decreasing the
magnitude k and gave a method for the approximate evalua-
tion of this factor. For monomolecular reactions, Eyring
showed that in certain (very special) cases the constant k
may exceed the value 1014, the value, however, remaining

10Z3 - 1014 for most actual processes. Thus , for elemen-
tary reactions,. the theories of vanlt Hoff and Arrhenius
have retained their full validity up to the present. Zn
the light of recent developments, however (in particular,
th~ theory of chain reactions), the actual processes in-
volved are more complicated than appeared to the founders
of the early theory. The elementary stages of a complex
reaction (with various intermediate products) follow the
laws of van’t Hoff and Arrhenius, hut the reaction as a
whole often follows laws very different from the simple. re-
lations for bimolecular and monomolecular processes. A
law of wide application, for example, for the initial
phases (20 to 30 percent). of the transformation in a large
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number of exothermic reactions, is w = AeVt where cp de-
pends on the concentration of the initial substances and”

.
,...,,, .-, .,, ., .... ;- ....$ .

increases’as e with” the t.emperature-..-.In:..tbi,s-case ,
the velocity of reaction as a function of the” concentration

of initial substances “is &K=w,=kx; that is,’ the veloc-

ity of reaction in its fir~~ phases is proportional to ,the
quantity of the substances reacting ,at“the given instant
of time. In many cases this law may be generalized for
the entire transformation process in the form “

E-—
w= k(a- X) x e ‘T

Such laws are typical for the ‘majority of thermal re-
actions in oxygen and air. In many cases the velocity of a
complicated reaction depends on the square root of the con-
centration of one of the different kinds of molecuie tak-
ing part in the reaction. Thus, for the reaction of hy-
drogen with bromine

where the symbol in parentheses indicates the number per
unit volume of the molecules indicated.

Cases are encountered, however, where the complex
reaction formally leads to the saue type of laws as for
simple monomolecular and bimolecular reactions, although
the meaning and magnitude of the constant k is now dif-
ferent and the energy of activation E is made up of the
sum of the energies of the elementary processes constitut-
ing the complex reaction. Thus, the disintegration of
many organic substances is formally represented by the law

E
.
w= kae -ii@- but there is no doubt that this reaction
follows a s~ries of monomolecular, bimolecular, and tri- “
molecular stages. Fortunately, for all our considera-
tions below, we require only the formal, experimentally
obtained expression for the reaction velocity as a func-
tion of the initial “concentration and temperature, and

“’” tliere”is MO n&ed foreknowing the actual mechanism of the
process.

The mathematical treatment of the results is most
simple for those cases where we deal with formal laws of
reactions of the first and second order; hence we shall
consider these mainly.
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After the ‘above,brief remarks on the chemical kinetic
t~eory, we now pass’ to the subject” ~rop”er.of “our’paper,
namely, the present state of the “thermal theory of combus-
tion and exylosion. It miy be remarked i?lcidentally that
th,ps~ ~henomefia a’re so widespread, so, intensively utilized
in ‘engineering practice (*e+.ting, internal-combustion en-
gines., explosives) that the theoretical principles under-
lying combustion and .expl.osion should be tiade part of a
general course of physical-science instruction together
~~ith courses on heat conduction and th’ermodyaamic cycles.
The reason for the absence of these subjects in the gen-
eral course may be ascribed to tile lack of scientific anal-
ysis of these phenomena.. Within the last ten years, holv-
ever, mainly as a “result of the work of SoViet scientists
on the fundamental principles of the theory of combustion
ancl explos~on$ a start has been made toward filling the
gap. As.ve shall see below9 the theory of these yheno.m-
ena is not. fundamentally complicated and. is in a form that
may ::bei. successfully presented to students. Unfortu-
nately$ in the existing literature on the subject, there
is only one attempt at a systematic presentation of the
theory of the above--uentioned phenomena on the basis of
our vork and t>~e work in “foreign countries. That is the
“reoently published book by Jest (reference 2) . NO such
book exists in the Russian language. For this fact the
author and his coworkers are to blame inasmuch as we are
responsible to a considerable extent for t“he theory. The
present paper is an attempt - at least, partially - $0
make good the defect by outlining briefly the theory of
combustion and. explosion. Of course, the question as to
the necessity for a detailed monograph on this branch of
science still remains.

The question as to the nature of the solf~ignttion
phenomenon that occurs in a combustible gas with rise in
temperature up to the llself-ignition temper,ature’l was,
first considered By van!t Hoff in 1883 in his before-
mentioned book ~;Outlines of Chemical Dynamics.n In that
book vantt Hoff gives a generally correct qualitative for-
mulation of the causes of the phenomenon. We shall here
quote from the corresponding section of his book:

m“One of the conclusions of the preceding chapter i!.e-
serves special attention since it 5s in apparent contra-
diction with the phenomenon of ignition. The experiments
just referred to on the effect of the temperatures oh thb
velocity of reaction lead to the assumption “of the conti-
nuity of this plmnomenon$ a continuity derived b,oth as a
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-esulk’ of the”’e~erime~ts ‘descri%ed &.ridthe theoretical*
considerations’to ~rhich I ’referred. The phenomerion’of ig..

.nitioh+ “~o~~eyg~””‘.S occurring suddenly at a given tenkpera-’
ture, ‘~ppare~’tly s’ho”~/gthat ~~+e”’a’sgu-rned,‘Confjinuiityof ~he-
process admits of an’’exception. Meyer, fti”rexample’, in
regard’ to this~tiesfion, expresses himself As follows: ‘.:,, ,., ,,, .. .... .,. ,“

‘The start of the r’eacti~n may, in generA~ “he coa’sid-
ered’.to.be the instant “oflowest temperature at’whicl’ a
definite; chemical transfbrmatioh still takes placeand
whicbis generally denoted as the ig~ition point-when’
dealing with combustible substancesiti

.. ...,’:
‘We fihd’,here an obyious contradiction to-the consid-

erations on the ‘effect of,the”temperature on the velocity
Of’reaction= .lictwally these :consid’erations exclude any”
sudden accele&ation and require that ahe tihemical cliange~.
if,.oscurring at ‘a given “tempe~atul~e; should oticur also at
oth8r ‘temperatures, “though at a different velocity. . -
Closer exaiilination of the:pro%lem sho;ts th~.t the ignition
phenomenon in no”way requires the existence of a definite
temperature atrnwhich the reaction begins. In this case
the pheriomenon fits in completely with the theory devel-
oped above.

This reasoning is based on three conditions which
should be satisfied for every chemical transformation ca-
palle of leading “to ignition. 3efore presenting these, ‘
conditions, ‘I may remark that under the term Iignitionl
I understand not only the explosive phenomenon but the
entire transformation whi~ “occurs with a local ’rise’ in
t~rnpe’rature up ‘to the ,so-ca’l”ledIignition temperature.1
In every phenomenon of this kind we see that the-following
cb”nditio”ns‘ar”esatisfied: ,, .,
. ..,,

1“. ‘The’”transformation ‘is acdom~anied %y heat lih-
e“r’at.ion.

,.. ,,
., .,,

The t?ansf’ornakion occurs’at .a more or less “,“2.’
slowerre.te ““attemperature’s lower than the
ignition temperature.,,., ,.

3.” The transforr~ationis accelerated ~~ith ‘incre~9e.’,,.,.,. .-,-,,,,.....,-‘ ititihd temper~t”u~e-,. ... .,
. ,, ,.

“Itwtth“these three” coriditions satisfied a phenomenon
,.

such as ignitiori can occur. “In o’rder’to~dw this,. ‘let’us
suppose that, at a certain point of,the medium not sulject
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to chen,i.cal,change - for exarnp.le,,,the at~o:spheric;air-.
the ,~empepature is raised f~,o~,.O, t“o”..T. When the,,heat, ..’
sour Ce.,,i~s.re,~ove.dthe...teqera$u~,q ,~i.seyin,. ,be gradually “

‘:$??s,waT? will. ~,e.~ropa-,spr,ead;as, a.kind: of:,.h,e,at..wave.
gate? witih q,,.de$.~nite ~.ve.l’oci~y,th,e ternperatuye dropping
more and more. to- zeroa$ ,Th.egraphical ~pre sent a,tion of the
relation between the temperature and the distance from the
s:ta~t..i,ngpoint O ,is given. ~yt he, curve T,zAX (fig. 1) -

temperatures being gi,ven along OT-” and distances along
OD . ,For. briefness we “shall denote by AT the decrease in
temperature .in the heat. wave a short time after the ‘start .

lTleshall now suppose that Zn the medium considered a
chemical change is possible and, that it satisfies the tnvee
cond.itionsaboVe ‘- su3stituting9 f“or example, ,a combusti-
‘ble mixture for the atmospheric air. The local increase “
in. temperature will then give rise to the above-described
waves with this differe~ce only, that the temperature will
decrease at a slower rate on heingyropagated, especiall~
at the start; because the chenical change brought about by
the rise in, temperature ;results in heat .li~eration., The
value of AT is thus decreased and the gra~hical repre-
sentation of the heat wave for this case is that given by
curve !?zAl (fig. 2).

‘tWe shall now determine the effect of a rise ,in tem-
perature in ioth cases,. As regards the medium, not SU%W .
ject to chemical action (atmospheric air), what occurs.
simply is t.llatin the heat watie the lowering of the tem~.
perature AT will. be greater (as .i,ndi.cated%y the curve
TzfLa (fig. 1)) due to .th~ greater differences’ in temperat-
ure be~veen the wave and the medium in which ,it is prop-
agated. The assumption of the possibili.ty. of,.chemic@
change (comlrustible mixture) leads simultaneously to. this
effe”ct, %y which AT is increased,
fecti 3Y ~’~~iclzAT is.,dec.re,qsed.

and to the’ othei ef-
In fact, the, chemical

reaction, accelerated by the higher temperature of the
wave, will in this case give a greater heat liberation.
Thus , if the slowing action prevails, the value of AT
wi,ll de,crease ,with ’rise in the ,temperat.yre.

‘Ifith the ~bove facts in mind, we can predict that
there is a certain temperature Ta
value of AT

(fig. 2). for which the
becomes zero or> ‘in other words, the tem-

perature at which’the heat wave is propagated is constant
as in@icated by the horizontal line T+e in figure”2.
Inexactly the.same manner a still higher initial,tempera-

. ,.,,., ,. ,,, ,’ . ..,.. ,
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ture T!3 gives rise to a heat wave
stead of decreasing, increases to a

Na. 1024 7

whose temperature, in-
value at which the

,.-.., complete. chemical. action ,can ,occur.. Such,a process is in=
dicated by the curve T3A3 (fig: 2)*”’”’- ,-. . . _,

“It is evident that waves with decreasing temperature
give rise .to only a very small chemical action while waves
with increasing temperature lead to complete chemical ac-
,tion. Consequently$ the ternpbrature Ta which gives a
constant temperature wave corresponds. to the ignition:. tem-
perature.

“It would not be difficult to express all that-has
been said above by a mathemati.eal formula but I prefer to
express the result as follows: The ignition temperature
is that temperature at which the initial loss in heat due
to heat conduction, and so forth, is equal to the he.a,t
liberated at the same time by the chemj,~al transformation.

‘tFrom the above. considerations it appears to me that
the ignition phenomenon is completely accounted for by
the effect of the .tem~erature on the velocity of reac-
tionoll (See Vantt Hoff’s “Outlines.of Chemical Dynamics,i’
PT. 11L113.)

Although. vanlt Hoff here gave no quantitative formu-
lation of the. ignition phenomenon and even his qualita-
tive treatment is far from accurate., ,nevertheless ‘he did
correctly establish the physical nature of the phenom,erion.
He was “the first to show that ignition iS the result of a
reaction which - if a certain amount of heat is liberated
(that is; if the mixture.. is ~ated to .the-correspo,nding
temperature) ta order .tha% the heat may not be be con-
duct’ed”tiway ‘~ the walls - leads to an abrupt rise in
,temperature and velocity of reaction, a.process which we
denote as explosive. There is thus no contradiction be-
“tween ‘the”phenomenon.of self-ignition and the continuity
of the change in velocity of reaction with temperature
rise . The yhenomb”n~n of self-ignition is the result of
the dependence of the speed of reaction on the temperature
if account is taken of the heating which arises in exo-
thermic reactions and which leads to. a change of tempera-
ture with time.

It is”& curib.us fact that for fortyy ears the view
held by van!t Hoff on the ~ture “of self-ig,pition was not
‘“mathematic&lly” formulated in any clear manner - this in
.Sp.ite of the ,fa.ctthat ~he concept of. ignition terupeia-

,, .,,—-.,. ., — —.
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%ure was very often macle use” of as a cer:tain cons% ant of
the substance “(for example, in the t“heory of flame ~rofia-
gation), although from the analysis of vanlt Hoff and
from experimental determination of this magnitude, it was
evident that the ignition temperature is not a constant
hut depends on the conditions under which the heat ‘is
liberated.

In 1927-28 the author succeeded’, %y’ very simple neans,
in giving a mathematical formulation to the theory of
van!t Hoff (reference 3). Yhe author at that time was un-
familiar with the work of van[t Hoff and arrived at his
conclusions by the method of analogy - applying his re-
sults and those of A. F. Valter in the field- of dielectric”
breakdown to’ the ignition problem. It is. very instructive ,“
to note how the same physical factors and considerations
may be applied to quite different natural phenomena. For
this reason I should like to dwell briefly on our work on
the thermal puncture of dielectrics. The .conductivity of .
a dielectric increases with the” temperature according to
the same law that governs the speed of chenical reactions.
lJhen a voltage is applied to a dielectric, then according
to Joulets law, heat is developed which is proportional
to the conductivity times the square of the applied poten-
tial difference. On increasing the potential difference
the amouut of heat developed may become so large, however,
that the thermal, equilibrium is upset. The dielectric
then begins to heat up gradually, as” a result of which
the. electrical conductivity increases and still more heat
is developed until finally the flow of heat isso great
that t,he clielectri.c melts and evaporates that S-s, it
punctures. The above considerations are the physical ba-
sis of the thermal theory of dielectric breakdown - very
similar, as we see, to the thermal theory of explosion.

An essential difference, however;” is constituted by
the fact that the dielectric does not all nelt but the
puncture occurs along a narrow, cylindrical channel in
the form .of a filament betveen the two electrodes. This
led Vagner, who in 1910 first presented the thermal theory
of dielectric breakdown, to formulate the theory incor-
rectly. (He considered the heat liberated, not in the
electrodes, but in the dielectric along the surface of the
channel through which the puncture occurs. ) Walter, Fock,
“the author in Russia, and Rogovsky in Germany, independent-,
ly of one another, first formulated the correct thermal
theory of dielectric breakdown.

. —.-..—..,- . ---- ... . . ,., ,, , ,,,,,,,-
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The. explanation for the filament- shape d,puncture was
as follows: We assumed that the’ dielectricwap all heat-

,,...e.d,by,,’thecurrent and that the heat was given off “chiefly
at the electrodes. “’As’””aresult:, -however,.of- the small
temperature. gradient in,the planes parallel tot~e elec-
trodes the breakdown of the thermal equilibrium first oc-
curs at the center where ,the temperature iS greater -
though by a small amount

.,..
- than that,at the ,edges. . As .

soon as the abrupt increase in the temperature in the cent-
ral part of the dielectric starts, $he electric conduc-
tiv~ty increases so rapidly.that the.potential difference
on the electrodes &rops automatically, ,as a result of
which the remaining parts of the dielectric are not _punc-
tured. Only in this circumstance iS there a difference
between d.ielectric puncture and thermal explosion+ This
differencedoes not, however, concern the conditions under
which %reajsdown in the thermal equilibrium occurs but re-
lates to the manner in which the phenomenon cleveloTs after
the breakdown of equilibrium has already. occurred. A num-
ber of considerations lea. to the conclusion that in the
case where the initial electrical cond-activity is large
and puncture occurs at a low volt.age~ t~l~ conditions for
the formation of a“ filament-shaped yuncture become less ;,.
fav’orahle and we ~lay then directly observe the breakdown
in equilibrium throughout the dielectric leading to melt-
ing and vaporization of a considerable portion of it. At
sufficiently high temperatures in the dielectric breakdown
of rock salt q, considerable portion of the substance is.
actually vaporized and thapunctured- hole is shout the
width of a finger. Tor gelatine this phenomenon may tie ol)-
served a.t room temperature.

iT’romthe mat~ematical formulation of the theory a
number of results were arrived at. (The temperature coef-
ficient ‘of the puncturing voltage should be equal to.half
the temperature coefficient of the electric conductivity;
the puncturing voltage should drop according to a.definite
law’ati a.functionof “the change in thermal conductivity
electrodes, etc.) All these results were strictly con-
f~rmed. by the tests of Walter and Itige, by whom the ther-
mal ,theory,of dielectric breakdown Yras finally established,

‘lThen the author in 192~,interested himself in the phe-
nomenon ,of..exp.losion, he ,,imrnb~.iatelycliscerned the analogy
Of this phenomenon with’ that of ’thermal’ “ptincturing--ofdi--
electrics.’ If, during the breakdown, the amount of heat
generated by the current per unit voluhe is equal to

E

~ = 0.24 cfo e-~vz where 00 e-Z& is the electric
conductivity, V the’applied voltage, then for a chemical
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reaction, the” s&m6-rnagnitude is equal” to ‘q =Q1.w = Qikae
where ,Q’ is thehbat cons~dered for 3 molecule of,’the ‘.
product, a the”nutiber. ofmolecule,s of the initial sub-
stance per unit “vo,lurne(i.e’.$ a magnt+ude proportional to.
the gas pressure). Thus iri”thecise of ’dielectrio”punc-
ture, if we can find’s relation between the puncturing
voltage ‘and *he temperature we should; in the’ case of solf-
ignition, obt~iq a reltition between the self-ignition tem-
perature atidthe gas’pressure. ,.

Below we shall present the heat theory of combustion
nnd explosion, dividing the work into three Parts: 1) the
thermal theory of eelf-ignition, 2) the theory of ignit-
ion .by hot bodies, and 3) the theory of flame.propaga-
tion; and shall illustrate the theoretical with the exper-
imental results - few of which, however, are available.
The entire theory was developed over a number of years At
the Institute of Physical Chemistry by Semeno+, Todes,
Zeldovich, Frank-Kamenetsky; and partly by Belaev, Appin,
and Chelkin. The experimental illustrations are taken
from the investigations of our institute (Zagulin, Neiman;
Roginsky, Belayev, Appin, and others), and from the work
in other countries.

The present paper is concerned only with thermal ig-
nition and combustion, and no treatment is given of the
general and very ;interesting subject of chain self-ignit-
ion and the propagation of flames, to which subject a
separate artiole will be devoted.

I. THERMAL SELF-IGNITION*

In a reaction in the gaseous phase with velocity w;
measured by. the number of molecules of the Product apPear-
ing per second per unit volume, the amount of.heat given
off per second in the entire volume v of the vessel is

.,
q~ =v.Q’w

where Q’ is the heat liberated by each elementary proc-
ess of tho reaction; that is, Q: = Q/N~ where Q is the
heat of the reaotion for one gram-mol of the product, and

,,

*The entire theoretical part is based on thework’”of
:3menov, Todes, and Frank-Kamenetsky (references 3, 4, and

.
..

,“
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IT tl~e Avogadro number (~j = 6 X 1023). As has been .showa$
the velocity of the reaction at the initial stage as a ~~
function of the absolute temperature T and the number of

.,,,. molecules a- of the initial substance per unit +olunea is
E

..,. 4 “’.—
equol to w = kXae-~. “for “monomolecular, and kzaze ‘T

for bimolecular reactions; so that.,

,’ E
-m

ql
= v Q ka”ne

IT

..,’,.

(1)

where for monomolecular re,acti.ons n = 1, and for bimolec-
ular” reactions n = 2.

The amount of heat conducted away by the walls, of the
vessel will ‘be

q# =X(T-TO)S (2)

where x is the coefficient of heat conductivity, T the
temperature of the reacting gas, To the vessel-wall tem-
perature applied from the outside, and S the area of the
walls .

ri.~ures 3 anc~ 4 shot,~ qz and qa as functions of the
temperature. I?igure 3 corresponds to theqcase where tlie
vessel ~~all is subject to a temperature and the pres-
sure of the reacting gas changes -’ that.is~ the magnitude
a in formula (l). Curve 1 corresponds to the snallest
value “of a, namely, az ; curve 2, to a medium value a2 ;
and curve 3, to the largest value as. For a = al the

gain in’heat qz ,,isat first larger than the heat loss ,q2.
As a result, the gas willbe heated to a higher temperature
than that of the walls 0$ the vessel. This situation ccB-
tinues, however, only up to the instant that the temperature
of the gas reaches a certain value TII (intersection of
the curves qz and q~ ) where ql = q2. 3eyond this pDint
the gas will not further heat up because-for T“>l?ll the
heat conducted away, qas I.rill%e greater thmn the beat
gain, ‘3*s and, if,. for some reason, the gas temperature
were to become greater than Tll, it would again cool down,,.,
to~.tiresame temperature .!V1.* Thus fo,r the cpse, consid-,

*OCIY in’the case where we artificially heat the gas (for
exafip~e, b$ adiabatf.b compression) to a temperature higher
(Co~tiiiued onp.12.)

.,.’
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,, ‘k5rd&t.tho reaction” does not lead to sei’f-ignition”’and thti
action is’”’limited’ to the beating ‘of the. gas’ up to ‘the tei~- ,
peratur’e “Tlx - soinewhat higher than” that of”’the.wal16 of
t:h-Q,.vclS’se’l. ,,, :. :,,. ...

.-

~ “For the same teinperatur.e To, if the pressure in the
vessel were increased to.,a suffici eutly. htgh d~gre~ or~
what amounts to the samb thing, for R sufficiently high
value a = a~, ql as ~ funct’ion of the temperature wil~
be given by curve 3, which.”at no point intersects the
straight line q2. In this case tho heat gain qz is at
all temperatures greater than the heat conducted away q~ ,
and’ thus the gas will be-continually heated, the ““r’e.action
velocity will increase more and Bore, and we shall then :
have explosive reaction”. Hence for a = aa; thernal
‘self-ignition will take place.”

Curve 2 for a = aa touches the straight line qa
at one point, and thus separates the region of stationary
reaction from the region of self-ignition. The magnitude
az or the pressure corresponding to i{, pa , defines

tho critical pressure of self-ignition for a given vessel
temperature TO.

If, keeping the prossuro of the gas constant, the
. ..,, (1) (3)

wall temperature is varied To <TOCTO, the behavior

of the gas will be represented by figure4. WO now @vo a

single curve of heat gain ql and three straight heat-loss
lines corresponding to three wall tcmporatures. By tho snue

considerations as above we nay show that for T~z)<To no

self-ignition occurs; for T~3)> T o self-ignition does oc-

cur. We denote the tenporatur~ To at which the curve ql

is tangent at o~e point to the strAight line q2 as the”low-

est temperature of self-ignition ors simply, the self-
ignition temperature for the ‘given pressure P. The point

. -

(Continuation of footnote from p. 11)

than the second point of intersection “T12 does ql again
%ecome greater than qz and explosive reaction is agairi

-possible. This second ~oint of intersection does not give
a sta%le value of the temperature, for if T iS elightly
less than T12, the temperature drops to Ttl, andif, T

is slightly greater than Tta, explosion occurs. Thus’,
this second point of intersection is of no significance in
the th,oory of self-ignition and is of interest Orily in
questions of artificial ignit$on associated with heating
of the gas.
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of tangency of qa and qz corresponds to the tempera-
ture Tl; the difference AT = TI - To we shall denote
.as.the .prg$egnition heating. ,Between the temperature of
self-ignition” and the pressure (or the number. ,a).Q,f...$@i3
mixture, an analytical relation may be derived lJy making
use of the fact that at the point of tangency (for T = Tl)

ql = q2 and also their temperature derivatives dql/dT =

dq2 /dT ; that iS,

s. ‘—
‘RTZ

v Q k an e“
N =x(~l-qo)s. (3)

From tkese two equations we can, first of all, find the
temperature TI at the point of contact as a function of
the vessel-wall temperature To. Eliminating X S“ from
both equations, there am

E
1 — (Tl - To)

= RT ~z

1*

obtained:

RT ~z
or —-TI+TO=O

k
4RT ~
~

It is to be noted that for the majority of reactions
of interest to US, RT o/E is a small magnitude not gener-
ally exceeding the value 0.05. The self-ignition tempera-
ture is generally I)elow 1000° K, and the activation energy
E is usually greater than 20,000 calories where, for a
low value of E, we have a low ignition temperature and,
conversely, for a high value of E, a high ignition
temperature. The solution with the positive sign of the
radical should be disregarded because then TI becones
equq.1 to E/R” - that is, has a value of the order of 10000°
and above,* and because the solution with.the negative sign
corresponding to the point of tangency on figures 3 and 4

..
*The two signs occur because the function e~/RT has a

Toint of inflection for very high temperatures and for “
T—>CU approaches unity. Hence the straight qz lines, on
being extrapolated to some tens of theusands of degrees,
intersect the curve ql a second time (not shown on fig. 3).
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gives a uu~h lover temperature T1 . Thus’,

‘:0 < 0.05, wl’fj~ -. ~may disregard the terms of the series

starting with (J4% , thereby introducing an error of the

order

2

r)
2T -?jj- 100$ < 0.0025 X 2 X 100$ = 0,5$

of the me=sured value T1.

Thus ,

..
(4)

and

ATL=T1-To=~ (5)

The value AT. for the case vhen it is known that ignition
does n~t occur (the temperature To is below the self-

igni%ion temperature), will always be less than LT1 =
ItTo2

+“

Thus if the increment AT is less titan ~, explo-

sion is impossible and, conierselyg if AT > RT;2/a, ex-

plosion should take place. For different values of To

and activation energy 3!, the value of dTl will be dif-

fenent but those cases of interest to us vill never, as a
rule, ezceel 9.fev tens of degrees. Thus, for exan~~le,

far To = 753°, K ancl E = 39,000 calcries A?!l = 3S0; for

To = 700° K and Z = 60,000 calcries ATl - 16°0 ye thus

AT ~ RI?
see that tne rat~.o ~ix : -# is always small (of ,the or-

der of a few hundredths). We shall therefore in what fol-
10’,7s,assume:

—.——— .-....—... . ,. - ,,-., ,,. --- ,-, ., , , ,,, ,,-,,,...,,.,., ,, , ,
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Substituting the value found for :Tz in,,equation (3), we
obtain the condition of self-ignition

,, .._ ,_ .. ,.—

( )
‘-iw%t”” ““ ‘---k’ ~~~ ~~.Qv”~anE ~.~% (3

=Xs
NRT02 To

,. .,”. ‘.’.
,.

AT ~
,,,

=% and.neglecting
AT1or setting

~ on, the-left 2 -
, TO.,..

in “tom’par’i&Onwith unity (which”:,corresfiobds to” ari er~.~r ‘in
the value of ‘a less than 10 percen,t,)~we obtain thti,,,,.con-
ditiori for self-ignition ’in the ,form ,, ,...

,.. ,, .:’”’,

‘“l!! “ ‘ “ ‘“.—

Qv kan E ee.RT:O = ~ (6)
NRToa~S ~~

,.

The nunber of molecules a per unit volume is connected
with the pressure expressed in millimeters of mercury %y
the following relation:

aRT 10-6 ba,r/cm2a“RT dyn/cmz = ~
P=~

& 10-6=
N

x 750’mm Hg/cn2

where R = 83.15 X 106 ergs. Hence ,

19
y yaT 10 , a = ; 10X9 (7)

Substituting in (6) we obt~’in a relation bet~?een:the pres-
sure p of the gas ,and the temperature of.self-igziition

,,
,,!

. .,“
~g.+= #+3? where A = 0g2~7E

.,.,. .
~.z,+n 0 . . ....... .... .,.,, ;,.? .... ,,,,,.

,.
.

B=: lg b,. b=
NRxS

QvkeE 10Z 9

(8)
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A
F~~ ‘n-b:l::.~lg”~.=-” “+”B, ‘where” “:A = 0.217 3 “ (9) s

T ,.,,,To .,,.;:.:. ~~~~:,,,,; ..

Forn=2 ‘“P1~<~ =:4+. B“, where A = 0.11 E (10)
TO’”:,,,, ;. ..,,

In the case of ~bimolecular reaction between two com-
Pon,e:ts of the COIUPOUnd - for example, hydrogen and chlo-
rine -“.all’ formtilas remain the same except that the ’rnagni-
tudq a (the number of IIa and Cla molecules in 1 cm3)

i,s mtiiiiplied by .’t.he.product Y(l- Y) whore Y and
1 - Y’”are’’-the fractions,’of the two .components., respec-
tively. ?oreover, the heat conductivity will change “kith
change in composition of the cornpo.und.

. We shall give some examples confirming the above equa-
tion. Figure 5 shows the results obtained by,Zagulin. (ref-
erence 6) for the decomposition of Clao, lg p/T, where ‘.

P~ is the pressure at whtch self,-ignition occurs, being

plotted against l/T, the.reciprocal o.fthe absolute tem-
perature of the apparat~s. (Zagulin plotted as ordinates
lg p/T and not lg p/T . However, as is easy to show,. in ‘

the temperature .interval considered th”~ curve lg p/Ta:~s
a function ‘of l/T is practically a straight line wh~ch,
to a first appro,xi.mation, is,~.ayallel to the&jraight line

()
lg + “against’ .*O)

,. .

The decomposition of Clzo, according to Hinshel?~o’od
(reference 7), is bimolecular where ‘E = 21,000 - 22,000
calories. Zagulin obtained ’for & (s,ee formula (9)) the
value 2500. According to the theory and results of Hinshel-
wood A should be equal to- 0.11, 3 = 0.11 x’ 22,000 =
240(3, ingood agreement with experiment.

I?igure 6 gives the results of the same author [rpfer-
ence 6) for the self-ignition of a mixtur,e of hydrogen
with chlorine for various percentages of the components.
As migilt have been expected, lg p/T and hence with suffi-
cient accuracy also lg p/T2, varies linearly with the re.-

cip.rocal of the absolute temperature, all of the straight
lines being parallel to one another, that is, correspond-
ing t? the same value of the constant A. The latter was
found to equal .2600 to 2900.

.,:,,” ‘
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On investigating the kinetics of the reaction Ha +
c1 ~ for the temperature 205°, Piece showed that the reac-
tion was hi,molecular (velocitiy “proportional to the product
~Ha) (C12) )’.“-In th’i.’kcase”;kfrom- the -data..of ,Zagulin$, ~Ve”
obtain A = 0.11 ~ or X = 2750/0.13. = 25s000 calories.”

.,,, .,..
.

Chris4iansen gives for the”,~nergy(of activation of”
this readti.on the value 25$OOQ to 30,000 calories. From
the data of Pieee (reference 8), the result o.btained.is

that’the activatiori ener~is equal to 20,000 to 25,000
calories. On figire7 is’gi.ven the curve of lg p/T3 .,
agai’nst l/T for the self-ignitiori .of azone.t.bane according
to Rice and Allen (reference 9). Curve 1 is for pure azo-
netliane, and cur~e 2 for ~zomethane diluted with helium
(76 percent He in mixture)... The decomposition of az6me.t,h-
ane is monomolecular. With increase i,n the pressure, how-
ever$ the velocity constant increases’ somewhat, tending
toward the limit km for sufficiently high pressures.
l?or this reason, it is. necessary to multi-ply the expre-s-
si.on for the critical pressure hy k/km and to plot not

hut .l”gkp/k&To3 ,lg p/To3S as was done in figure 7.

The dots on t’he”figure correspond to the tests with pure
azonethane, the small. crosses to the solution of azometh~
ane and helium (He 76 percent), and the circles to the
mixture with nitrogen (5o percent). The cbns-tant A was
““found to l)e 11,000. Computing E from E = A/O.217, the
authors- obtained 50,000 calories - that is, the same value
(51,000) as that given by R3ce..and,Ram,sberger. (reference
10) from. direct kinetic tests.

As we have seen, there enter. info the equation of
self-ignition (formula {6)) both the parameters determin-
ing the veloeity of the reaction (constant k, activation
energy 3) and the thermal magnitudes (heat of reaction Q,
conductivity x, dimensions Of the vessel); The equation
may be recast into a more simple form if these parameters
are grou~ed in the proper manner and converted...into magni-
tudes easily determined from tekts (Todes, references 4
and 11). As one of these parameters” ’defiermining the heat
conduction, we shall c,hoose the time const~nt of the rest?-
tion - that is, the time te, during which the initially
heate~ (but notreactiiig). gas, due to heat conduction at

,..
the walls,. decreases in,,~emper,atzire~y e times the t6m-
.~eratm?e difference (AT = T - To). The time’ te does -
not naturally depend either on the magnitude of AT or
on the absolute temperalmre T because the. coefficient
~ does not depenil...orthesese. -?t can easily be shown that .

.,

,,,, ,.--.-,—.!.—- ,! ! ,,, ., , ,,..., s . . . .--—- . . . . . . . . . . . .-. ——
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*

‘te=Q=E.
.. ,,

. . . ,:. (11)~s.q, ”., , ,,; ,,. , \ .,”,. ,.
,: .’. . ..

C is the’ gram ‘molecular ,h:ea$ ,p@pac*ty ’l-,’:“ ,::‘ ..,.
,,.

“We ,shall characterize the reaction velocity by & mlg-
.,,,

nitutle inversely proportional to it, namely, the tiqe of
the ‘reaction tr, denoting by the latter the time during
which all ,the initial” substaqce’would have. been, cinsumed.
by the” reaction if the latter occurred at.:a constant veloc-
ityv natiely, that which corresponds to the initial Concen-
tration of the heated gas, that, is,

,’

tr= ‘ a j “ (22)
. . . .—,. -,”

kane ‘T. . “
.,,“,

the value.of tr can readily be measured. .For this pu&@o,se
it .is sufficient to observe the initial velocity of the re-
action for a temperature not far from the ‘sel’f-ignition “’
point , extrapolate the value obtained to the ignit,ton tei~-
perature, and determine tr %y dividing the total number”
of molecules of tl~e tnitial substance per unit volume ~y
the measured ini’tial y,el”ocity of the reactzon.expressed by
the number o: molecules of the product formed per second.. .

,,
It is easily shown that in this case formula (6”) as-

suue,s the following simFle form:
.

. .

te Q~e = ~
.—
tr cRToa

or .,

(13)”
,,

*We have:.
+aC dT = -—— is (T-TO) ~~~N at

Let” Tz be the initial temperature of the gas.

T -T ~sNt .
lnT-~=-m

1 0
or

~slft ‘.

T-TO To) ~-~=( TZ - .,.
,

Then

.>...,.
. .

,.

..

,.,

.’

hence
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QE e‘r>.If~ thermal self -’ignition is impossible and a
e ,CR~:oa

.s.tatioriary.,.reactiontal:es place; if %?< QIIe
thermal..... ~ te -- CRT-OS. ... ..

self-ignit$on always occurs.

We shall now consider in greater detail the question
of heat transfer to the walls of the vessel. In setting
!t2 =X ‘(T- To) S, we a~sumed that the heat is’ transferred
by convection. In this case the computation of ~ is very
difficuzt. There are, howev”er, a“ number of tests on heat
transfer, from which tt can be concluded that at gas pres-
sures Jessl,than atmospheric and for the small dimensions
of the ~essel such as are generally employed in self-
ignition tests; and finally, for small values. of A’J?Z, the
pre-esplosion heating, the heat transfer process is very
nearly that of concluction. I?rank-Kamenetsky was the first
to consider this matter and introduced into the theory of,”
thermal self-ignition, ,heat transfer by conduction instead
of by convection. We shall here give an approximate deri-
vation$ referring those interested in the cletails of the
solution of the problen to the article by l?ranl;-Kamenetsky ,
(reference 8) . Our approximation will consist in the as-
sumption that, although in the case of heat transfer by
conduction the temperature of the gas will vary at differ-
ent points inside the vessel, the velocity is the same at
each point and corresponds to the temperature TI - the
mean %etween the maximum temp~rature at the center of the
vessel ‘max and the temperature To at the walls, “Since
the pre-explosion heating is not large, this assumption
leads to approximately correc’t results.
$or simplicity,

Let us consider,
a vessel of infinite extent whose plane

walls parallel to.each other at the distance” 2r are”at
t.emperqture To. Inside the vessel the reaction occurs
with h~,at liberation per second per unit volume of amount u,
which is the ‘same for all points of the space between the
~l,anes (as required by the above-mentioned assumption) . ‘
W*, shall take the x-axis perpendicular to the walls of the .
ves’!seland for X = O, ‘we shal’1 take the plane.passing
th~dugh the center between the tjwo walls. In this case
we @an write down the differential” equation of the heat
contku~tion

..

Ad2T+u =0’
., g’,,.

which, f’h~ the initial con~itions ‘x=+r = ‘x=-r = I!.
,.,
\
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dT “
an,d~=Oforx= O,,.”enables, the’ temperature dist,rilSu-

tion to be found inside the ‘vessel”. The solutlori” of t,~e , “
equation. is . ,,, .

..

T -To=$~r2 (w”:’ “’.,,.,

At the center of the vessel the temperature T ,i~i~l”he
,.

The flow of heat through the surface S of the vessel vill
be 4

d

(3qa=-A’~r S=urS

or., expressing u in terms of Tmax - To,

Sulstitu.ting for ‘ma.x the mean value TI =
Tma~ + !i?o

= 2TI - To,
~ , ,0:

Tmax we obtain

=S(T1-TO)=XS(T1- To)Q=r
.,

Thus x = 4A/r , whence it is clear that the solution is
the same as it would be for the case of heat transfer by
convection except that for ~ there must be substituted
4h/r. In the case of the .plane-walled vessel v/s =.2r.
Substituting. ~ and v/s in expression (6), ‘wq”obtain
the condition for self-ignition in a plane-walled vessel
in the form .

E ..

8
Q1ca%ee-~ 2r2 . ~

cr = NRT024A

or

.
2= - = 0.74 (14)
e

,,,,
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If the computation is more ,rigorously carxied out, taking
into account the variations in the velocity of reaction

. ,.._ .at,ya”riouspoints inside the vessel then, as shown, by Frank=
Karnenet’4”liyI-‘~”~e”’’ctii”t’i’c~l“condition of sel:f-i.gnition .for ,.,
plariti’-~~alledveisels will,be.,. ,’. ., ,.,.,,-” ,.. ,’.

8c~ =6988”” ~ “ ‘ (15)
..

Similarly, for ,acylindri,cal; ves:s:e&~~
,.,, ., ,,,.

,’

.,.,,
, ,. i3=r’= 2.00” ,’”” ,’. ,

,..; !,,.. .,
and fir a spherical vessel .;..

8 cr =3.32 “’ ~~

(16)
,,

(17)

where r in the expr,es,sion for, ~cr is the radius of the
cylinder or sphere. These expressions permit the compu-
tation of the absolute values of the self-ignition temper-
atures froin the thermal and kinet~fc data. Unfortunately,
there are very few reactions leading to self-ignition for
which the kinetics of the corres~onding reactions are accu-
rately known.

The temperature of ~e~f-ign~tion of azonethane “for
various pressures was computed by” )?rank-Kamenetsky from the
kinetic data, the heat of the reaction and the dimensions
of the vessels used. Taking A = lo-q g-~ see-l cm-l, ;he,
compared the values computed by formula (17) with the self-
ignition temperatures observed by Rice and Allen (reference
9). The same comparison was made for tile decomposition of
methylnitrate (likewise a monomolecular reaction) accord-
ing to the data of Appin and Chariton (reference 13), the
results given belowbefng obtained.

.

As may be seen, the agreement between the theoretical
and the experimental values is quite good, a fact which
evidently shows the correctness of the assumption of Trank-
Kamenetsky as to the hec,t t~an~fer }y conduction in the
pre-explosion range.*

,,. ,:.
Ont.he’basis of the. results of Volmer (reference 14)

on the kinetic decomposition of nitrous oxide, l?rank-.,.,,..,
.*According to more recent values of tlid’’cozi-stiatitk for ~~
the decomposition of azomethanej the agreement of the the-’
,or’etical vith the experimental valiles for this reaction is
somewhat less favorable.

.. . ...... . ---- ..—
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Kamenet sky comyuted that ,this gas is subj:e.ct’.to .selfy, ~~
ignitioq.’a$

,,. ,.
ver~~,.bi@ .tem~erat~Lile.~~~ .. ,, ....,.,:,:, :,.:..
,,,“ ,., . .

““ Zeldov.i,c,h .&d Yakovlev .(.re$ere~ce 1.5).actiually.&mo.n-
strated $Iitis61f”-i&Iitio~ “of” NaO, ,’the ol?serve,,d“and .co,~-,

muted temperatures of self-ignition being found ‘t’o’hein ‘-.
very good agreeaent. (See :*,=bZe:) ,..

decomposition of Decomposition ‘of’
azomethane qethylnitrate

(CH3 )2372 = c6116+B~
I

2CH30N02 = ‘CH3011
-I-CH20 -I-2N02

(data of Rice) ! (~l?l?in-ahd Chayi-

3?
mm

191
192
67
55
y3
31

23.5
1Z3

m
619 ’514 4.2 ; 590 597
6,29 620
635

$3*5:::‘57$3 567
626 16.5 566 546

6yf 630” f 45.4 5
?

529
644 636 g7 51 .522
647 643 107 by 521
653, 651 163 ,531 519656: @-9 “’ “

‘Deco”mpositi”rin’of
nitrous oxide iT20

(data of Zeldovibh
and Yakovlev)

.,:

P
To K m“ K

mm. Corn- .. Ob- .,.
puted ,served.,

170 1255 12tYj
330 p-~’~ 1395
590 1130 ~. 1100,

,,

. .
.. Y!e shall here consider another question relating to

the absolute values of the self=igni~j.ofi temperature for
the cases of decomposition’ of Cl~O an-d’ “- reactiontj~e
H~ +’cl’~..

,, ,, $.
The d-ecomposition of ClaO is not”a simple bimolecu-

lar reaction. It is expressed most nearly by the auto-
catalytic law .,

,, .:.. -..,.
,, . ,. .. E ,,

w..=”kx(a - x) e-~
,,

,,

where a is the number of initial molecules and x is
the nu~ber of reacting molecules. The reaction speed at-

:. “1!.—.

tains its uaximum~ or” x = a/2?, for which ‘max =
ka~e’ ,RT.

Thus the minimum se.lf-igriition temperature Is :dete.rmined ‘
not .IIytheinitial speed.of the process but. hy the maximum.
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As we have,.seen,,,the maximum speed in this case varies ac-
cording’ to the ’bimolecular process. ~hie is” in agreement.
wi$h the re%.ults of Hi,nshel”woad (reference. 7),. As we havem.,
alr’,ead’y”“show:&,thq&@ivation ener,gy..-.,~m,..a,ccordin:gto H“in-
“shelw’oo.d,is.22,000 calories and the constan$ ~ ~s &im...

pl,y the constant”of the bimolecular proce,ss, where k =
fl?r &.2 u. According to IIinihelwoo,d, a = 4“.8 x 10-s,

k + 10-1O. ,Thus in formula (1.6) it,isnecessary ‘to substi-
tute k =;10-10. In place of tz we must take a/2 and
n= 2. 9?he”heat of decomposition of ClaO is Q = 22,000
,calories; A may be. taken approximately equal to 5 x ,10-=..

In his tests on the self-5.gnition of 0120, Zagulin’
used a cylindrical vessel of radius r - 1 centimeter.
According to formula (16), applied to a cylindrical ves-
sel, we obtain

E

Era’Qkan e-z
6cr = = 2

RTOAN

hence for Clao, we shal~ have

22000

2.3X104X2.2X104X10-10 aa e .
To

s cr = =2 (18)
4x2 T02 5x10-5x6x10a3

Since we have already found that the temperature de.
pendence of the critical self-ignition pressure of C120
iS in goodagreement with kinetic data, it is sufficient
for us to show that one of the values of the critical pres-
sure corresponding to any ignition temperature satisfies
t!onditlon (%8). In this way it will be shown that the ab-
solute values of all the test results on self-ignition”
may be computed from the kinetic data. We shall take one
of the points obtained by Zagulin (reference .6): for T.=

454° or # = 22 x 10-4, the critical self-ignition pres-
—

sure is found to equal 250 millimeters of mercury. The
number of molecules per unit volume is therefore:

., ,:
“a’‘= 2..7X1019X250X273 = ~ * x ~oze

●

760x454 .. .

m , lm. --—----------- !.! !! ,,-. m..!! ! I ..,.. ! . . .—,.. . .. . ...-.—
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‘ hence The latter value pr’act~cally agrees yi’th6Cr ~l.:
the ~al”ue,2 sin,ce ‘an,error in T of .1:0: to ,15° is suffi-
cient td compe,~sata for this difference. Mor’e,over,’”asmall
inaccuracy in the magnitude E “ or an error of two tines in

, the constant ,k’: or .i,h‘the heat, conduction’ Coefficient A ,,
can lead to the same deviation. .,

I?e shall now analyze’ the reaction ii2 + C1.2, assumin’g

that it follows the simple bimolecular process. ‘According
to the results of Zagulin (reference 6), A = 2750; that iS,

x=~ = 25,000 CalOrieS.
0.11

Since we here deal. irith”the im-

Tact of two kinds of molecules, the total number of impacts
between.the Ha and C12 molecules per second per cubic.
centimeter will’be

(~$sy { 2mkT (mk + ma)~~
212 = 2(H~) (C12) (19)

mzmz
J

If ml is the mass of H2 and m2, the mass of Clz, then, .

m=> > m~ and

z ( .’)”(%9cr~”* Gz 2

12 = 2(H2) (012)

%.

Substituting R = 83.15 X,106, PI (the nolecular

weight of Ha) , 2, 01 = 204 X 10-8$ Ua = 5 X 10-s, and

T = 556° K, we obtain Z12 =’ (H2) (Cla) X 7 X“ 10-1O. The

velocity of reaction is then

,’_25000
v = 7 x 10:30 (H2) (Clz)”e ~ “

which for T = 556°, gives:
..

w = 7xlo-10 (Ha) (C12) X4X10-10 = 2.8 X10-x g(H2)(cla)

According to the results of Zagulin for T = 556°,
the explosion pressure is 200 mm (100 mm H2 and 100 mm
cl=):

(Hz) = (Clz) = 207 X1019X100X273 = ~08x1018 molecules in
760x556

1 cubic centimeter.

.
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6 2.5 X104 X2.2 X104 X’2.8X10+a gX3.’2X1030 ; 4,5 ‘:
cr =

2.3 X106X3X10-4X6X1023 ‘ ~~

which Is a value of the same order of ‘ma@situde a’s the val-
ue 2 required by the “heat theory. In ,order that 2 night
be obtained instead of 4.5, it woul~ be necessagy to place
the ignition temperature not at 564 but at 540 .

,,

The reactton H2 + Cla is far from being a simple bi-
molecular reaction. Both by analog-y with the photochemical
reaction Ha + Ola at room temperature “and in connection
with the finding of a strong effect of oxygen traces on the
thermal reaction, it is necessary to “consider this as a
chain reaction. The kinetics of this reaction has been
but little investigated but judging %y the detailed work
of &iece (reference 8), the reaction formally ,follows the
bimolecular law. Using directly the clata of Piece, set-
ting E = 25,000 calories”, we obtain on computing Bcr a
value 5 to 100 times smaller than 2. This in itself would
not be at all surprising but we cannot use the data of
piece because on extrapolating the straight line of 2agu-
lin to the temperature 250°, which is the one used by
Piece$ we obtain the “result that at this temperature the
explosion should occur at a pressure equal to 500-550 mil-
limeters whereas Piece, at these temperatures, obtained
velocity curves without any explosion at 760-millimeter
pressure. Thus the reaction velocity of H2 + Cl= of
Fiece was several times slower than that of Zagulin, as is
entirely possi%lesince Piece showed that there is a large
variation in the velocity on varying, for example, the oiy-
gen. traces inthe mixture.

.
*
For at~ospheric pressures from direct tests and the tests
of Ishikawa (reference 16), it is found that the coeff,i,cient
Of heat conductivity ‘~ = 5X10-4 = 4~/r, A = 1-25 r X10-4.

With” in,crbasing...te,mprqture,,,,,up ,to 250° A, that is, h =
3X10-4, gives the correct, magni%udb. Moyeover$ we obtain
this value if we set ‘Ha+Cl~ equal to ~ AH .

.2,’.

I—mm lmlm--— ——
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It is assumed by Piece. that the thermal reaction
Ha + Cl= is a chain process proceeding according, to the
following scheme: ., :>:,

1) C12 + wall 01 + [Cl] (absorbed [Cl] will rea’c-?
on the ~w”all,.with ,Ha o.r the natqrial of the wall)

.,.. .,..
2) C14-H2=HC1+H} :

3) H -$ C12 = ,HCI + Cl

4) Cl + wall [cl] ,

The reaction velocity according to this ‘scheme is

Iv = 21C$2 (H2) (C12), k2 = k20e-W, \20_#~cti-where.. .

tally agrees “numerically with the value kl = kloe “ com-
yutea by formula (~9)’;
perature+ “

-Waking E = 31~0.00

der of 1 (which is “Very

k4 does not depend on tie tern-,

calories and 2klo/k4 of the. or-
likely if both magnitiules are’ equal

to ‘uS/,4v where u correspontis to ‘the thermal speeds with
which the Cla molecules and Cl atoms strike the wal”l~
re”sp’&ctively), we formally arrive atthe same simple %;i-
molecular law on which we based. our computation of the
absolu’te values of the ignition temperature and compared
with the test values.

Besides the above nmerical comjyztations, a large
number of qualitative facts is found to he in agreemeut
with the ther’mal theory, Thus the mixing’ of azomethahe
with nitrogen changss only slightly” the critical sel’f-
ignitio”n presiure in correspondence with the. f.act that
the” heat conductivity of nitrogen is approximately that
of azomethane, On the other hand, the addition of helium ““
very greatly increases the critical pressure of the azo-
methane because of the higher heat conductivity of helium.
I?or the case of the reaction Hz ,+ CIa, it was shown by ~~

Zagulin (reference 6).that the minimum critical pres-
sure on varying the components of the mixture iS at about
70 percent Cla. This at firs,t glance contradicts the”
bimolecular .re.actionb If we ‘take into account, fiow-
ever , the fact that t,he“M”e’a’t’conductivity of C12 i$
much less than that of H2,’, then ,It iS understandable
that the self-ignition is decreased with increase in per-
cent Clz. On increasing the dimensions of the vessel,
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the critical self-igniti.ori pressure drops as may be expected
from the theory. ,’!.; ,
..., ,,.,,, ‘..,,,

The self-igriiti”o’ncori”d~tfon,”expressed~in the fo,rrn....

%= we (see :fo’rmula (13 )..)to!’a.sufftcient degree of

I
,te CRT os ,’,,;,,., .,,,. ,~,., .,
accuracy is a.lao appLi,cabl.e to the .coriduc,tt:v,eprocess “of
heat transfer. In order to Shoti-this, i’t.i.s,necessaky to
compute the reaction times for plane,’ ”c’ylindrical, and
spherical vessels, ~ It is.@ere, necessary to solve the cool-

‘~~ A AT, where AT = a-ing equation of a heated ‘gas’ at = ~. .axa

+ ~ + ~ (h is the heat ,conduc~ivity and, c is the
ay az

specific heat of a unit volume of the gas). The soluti”on
of this equation for the’three cases is ob’%ained in
form of a series - each terfi of which contains ,e&t*

where Pj. is a magnitti~e rapidly increasitig with increase

in i.
,.,

The time te will therefore l)e approximately

l/P~ where P* is the first and smallest of all the p3 .

A well-known computation ‘(reference 17) gives for the ves-
sel with plane walls separated at distance ar

a
te=*=&

ATT2 ●

Yor the cylindrical vessel of radius r

te = qcr=“= -Jd--
%77 5.7 A

and for the spherical vessel of radius r
..,,

te=fi

Remembering that t = a

-a

and substituting

kane
t* in condition (13), we obt.a.in:,..,,

(20)

(21)

(22)*

te and

*l?he spec”i’fiche~~ of ~ uni”t”’~vol’umeo’;,~ih8’’gas ‘c ‘is “’tion-
nected w“it,hthe specific heat of a, gram molecule. C by the

a~’=c.‘relation” .S

,’

I , ,, , , ,., ——,,,—-. m,, .,, ,,,,, ,.. , ,,,,,,.,,, , ..—..-. . . . . . .—. —
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~ ,,,,, ,: -~,.,. ,. .,.,,,.}, ...,., ..,,.,,,, .:, ,* -; ..,>.. :.; ’.,(!
rak ane RTQE .,,.,... “, {.,,

6cl? =
NRToa.A ‘ ,..,, .,,. ~~.,..,,.:..:.. .. ....2:,.“-.,, ,.. .,,., >..,.,,....’

for the ‘c’yl”iridric’aL‘veSSek’“.&cr’ = 2;3 (in etezid.o.f.’2,coni-

puted by lTrahk-Xamenet sky); for the spherical vesseI tier‘=

3.7 (iristead ‘of 3’;32,”:computed ,byFrankACahe”:etsky) .
(See forbulas (16) ,ancl(1,7)’s:) ~ ~~.,.

Thus lie may say that condition (1’3) is” actually valid
also for the, case of heat transfer by conduction for any
shape ve~sel~

Relation (13) is of great importance in determining
the nature of the self-igni,ti<on ‘process. In addition to
thermal self-ignition, there are cases of self-ignit,ion
determined. by an isothermal acceleration.. of the chemical
pro$ess (chain ignition). It is. not always easy to sepa-
rate ‘the”one process from the ’other and expression (13)
provides a godd method for this purpose.

,,
!Phus,if the reaction time neasured directly at the ..

ign~tion point or extrapolated for it

tr
,:< Q~f? ~
‘“ CRTOZ e

(23)

then the ignition is of a thermal nature. If$ however.,

*tr > ‘e te (24)
o

\

@nd especially, if it is very much larger than this magni-
tude, we may state with assurance that we are not dealing
with thermal ignition but with a process of a different
nature,*

Ve shall illustrate the application of formula (13)
with a few examples, Let us consider whether the reaction

*In computing te we ass”umed.the heat tran”sfe”r to be con-

ductive. Ifs howe~_gr, it is actually con,yecti”ve, the true
value Of te wi,ll be less than the value of te in the
formula. ~hue if we conclude that thermal explosion ,is im-
possible at the computed value of te, (inequality (24))s

then it is all the more impossible if the true “ te is sti3.1
smaller.
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&2,. + c1 ~,:.,o&urri~g”” U,qde:r:.i~’lum~natf“o~,of “~“l:~ght”’:Soujyce ‘
... ...;.., ,.. .. ....-.,.,:,:):... ..<

of gr e,.atin,t,e”ri.si’ty ‘:1e,ad.s,,,“:,o a the rrna.l~‘@,$tP1os i o.n,’ ,,)fe., s.hal,>~.,.
make the’ .c:o&@it”atiOri.,.f,o+r&, Cj-l:iq’driCal,.‘ire-($e,l,‘“”o”f’ra.dius, .,
r = 1 i llurni?at.ed by a 1igliitsource’ azi!~’fi,ll’bil,.-j,w,$th.-an. .....
e.q~irnolecular~ .gi$xtur,e.Ha. +,Cl”a.:~~w,e,”-,~,n~t,hat ea’ch’,,qu~n-,

turn~f,,li ~h~~~-ahs,?rbe’d.,(in’the:;p O’r.t,i:on.~0,.f”t he ,,,spectrum,fr.o,m.
,’

plue ?q de..~pylt,rav,i..ol,pt,),gj.ves ,.risi”$0 ,a,.Teaction chain,,
of from 103 to,,10? ,molec.u.lesof ,.HC1 iy Length. ‘-.Uni!!er.“.
conditions where the Ha and cl~ are not especially puri-
ffe~s’~o.”~&~er ~h~n ‘1.OS“molecul~s’ of HC’~” appear fro’rnthe
a-b”s”of@’tion a f‘ o’ne“q’uan-tum. If. no,, i“~ t~&. ~urnber ~~~li.’gh.t‘

“’la=”’no” ‘“’o+”“t~’”= a/w “:que.,ntaabs,grb~ii:pkr’ unit, “yo~u’m’e”,t~j=, ,,,~,:., ,.., ,. ,.

= loi~., “= ~,~~~.-‘.’,“~,, ~~~ “,:,,,,,,. ;,“:,.,x,, .. ~ “,,

~o,:]-03~-’‘n. :.;. “’ , .; ,“ ,.. , -. ., ,,,
., . . . ,.-“:... ...,,... “. ,,,

For a &lindrical vessel (taking .hHayC12 = 10-?. and
,,.. ,.”

.
the sgp’e~ific’heat of &:”unit .voltitie c &

‘5,’”

2X104

te L=f-- = ,5”;: - 0.5 sec ~~ ..
.. ‘..’.,567A 5.;’7x.2~lo4x30-4 : “ .,,:

,. ,.. . ,( . . .
.:

,..

The act”itiat:ionenergy
,,,

E- “f~’r:the ph’~~~chefi”~cal reab- “
tion is weil known and is equal to 6000,,,eai~ri,es;” Q = “’
22, 000 calori’e,,s.

,..
For self-ignition, itj~s ‘necessary that

tr QEe” .,~:,,’.~.,,
the canditioh ~ =“

e .“CRqA~~:b.e.‘Ja,tzsfled ‘r$
sul)stitut,ing.’.,

u ,, ‘: ,.

numerical vaj,ues
: l~l~. ‘n,.,~,.2Xio&x6Xl@&~D7.., . ..” ‘.,whence no =
no 005. ‘“ . 5~2.(3@z”,.: .: : ....” “.

5xlo13° ‘quanta absobbet’’por” setion~’per’cubic cen~iy.eter,e”
,.

.:,, ,.., .,,,., :,. .,,,,.,....,
The ‘photo ch&mical self-ignition of ,H2 -i Cl~” “ ‘“”occurs ~~~.. .

~.PPro~~i~ately at these light intcnsitiek. “’”““H6rice in’ this
case the self-ignition is thermal ig .~haract,ers., ....’,,... . ...’

,.< ,.
“As another example, let’,,iti”:tike”’tF,e”~:c&~~02 t;k’fiis-

,.,’

placement of the sel.f=igizi.tf’onlimit- of an-’explosivb:cem-,”,,
,. pound .undc~,”’thtiaction of ultraviolet ‘l~ght .‘“-~i.ottin~

the pres su’re”.against ““fhG’’’t”em@er&bure;:~the,..,self=$gnition
region of an .explosivc mixture’ is found to ‘ha~d a p“edulia’r.’
character entirely differ~nt ‘from the cases,considered :
a’bovo. (Seo fig. 8.). ,llogether with,.~ lower Itmiting,’ ~
pressure, thcro is an upper limiting pressure., abovo which

I
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n o .3j2jp.i&i on;-ti:c.purs/at.Jqe .giV..e.II(.$ e.rnper.a.tur e..v;.,4..’1awe. nu~--.
b,exo.f.o~i”da$.i:op r3.a.ct i.oms,and some ,?.?ctirn?o:s$~:$.WI re%c- .
Vi’oriS.,PO s.s8.s,s,t.*.i,s:,jkop.er *Y....4,reti~.tioq ?9:109$$.~ ili.ghtl.x-
bel oj~,”th,p 1~~v,~r-l.i’rni.tan,? sligh.tl:yabo.ya th:euB&6~- “limit
is .suf.fi’c$;enW“f”Or””’,~blation ‘(%3:.)jpo’t:to ,b.e,.$i,i%~”f~e.duo,w~”
are’ thus h6re’ ‘boqfr’otitet’i~itli’.an’ ignition ‘proces’s which i’s
zio”t’of’a ther”rnal”cha:racter”i’ Vhese’ cti,sek‘of:’chaiw,.reac- ;
tions’ are ful.1~ de”stiib”ed’by the” cha”inrnrbiictiontheory and
lic -outside the’’wcope of our present article O’} ‘“ ‘”

........... . “a’:.,.-..-:;.:.,,,.,. .“: ,,
... ,.

.,. On’ illuminating an explosive. rni-@ure,?ith ,altra~iolet ~~,.
light of very”’s,,hor,t-wav-eIengthl (1400, .to 1800 @~, a photo-
chernic.al.reac$ion.+ occur.e. ghe light, dissociates. the oxy-.
ge”n’into” atoms which start the chain react ion,.,,According
to Nalbandyanl s “results (soon to be publishe~)y,~ which we
shall make. use of in what foil’ows the length o.f tha chain;
that is, tho number of molecules of water for one atom of
oxygen~ taken as pqual to.u%ity. at room.;temperature,. in-
creases to two tim’es .at 350 , and ther~after %egins to in-
crease rapidly,. . In the range from 410 to 4.600.,this in-. . “E

croasc takes place according to the law e-G where tho
energy of activation . E= 30,000 calories.” T~is occurs in
the case where the light intensity is sufficiently small,.
On increasing the light intensity the length of the chain -
start ing,,from a, c.er,tai,nt,e,wperatur.e.- begins .$0 ,increase
m“orb’ra~idly’.”~han.it,t’he small, +n~ensityi and”.whpn it
reac~e9 a certain ‘cr”i~icai val’ve ,at temperature” T, less
than the’.self-ignition temperature (for a given pressure) ~
pho,tochemical self-ignition, occurs, The greater the light
inten’s$.ty the” lower the- temperature at which the ignition
occurs, The region ,of ignition is displaced tio the left
(fig. 8, curves ;’,‘2”;G iri:~ucckssion)’,,‘the displacement
increasing with the “’intensity. s There is a widely held
vie~~..tha,t~this di,splacemeqt, is associated with thermal
self-ignition occurring” at large ‘ligkit intensities. The
analys$s. here @resented by lTalbap~Jan and the author shows
that..t~is “is not the c@Sq. :.,.,... . .,,

As we know;’”fo$ thermal self-ignition it is gecbssary
thit trjte should not ~e greater than We/CRT. . From

the data of Nalbagdyan, i’t is knowy, that in the mixture
2H2+o~’. ,,at an 18-mill ifieter pressure and under illunina-

tion,’self=igni tion occur s.at T .= 434° C(i:e~, at 25° C
“below the val~e in the- a%sence of illumination)’. At a
temperature 1 lower (than 434 0 C) the measured reaction
velocit,y ..corresponds to tr. = 66.6 .seconds.. ‘The tests were
. .... . . .,.!,.... ...... . .’:...””.. ,.,. .

.,
I
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cioriclti,ote& in a ‘cyli~ndrical pipe””of :rad’i’us”“1.12; cen~imet ers.
qhI& spec~fic Iie!at:of the, riiixture 2H2 +“””02 Under “these ‘

,., 3 x 10-6.conditions ..f.s. c .=., .,., .... The heat conduction coeffj.-
cient of t,his rni,xture, agco’rdihg to’“tabulated data$ i.s,,
23.73 ,X l.O,-’s‘at”room ‘t”emper”~,tur.e~ l!ak~ng a,cc?unt ,o,f.the....
increase in the c~nductivity @th .’t.empqrature, we may as-

sume A434’3 = 47.5 x 10-5. According to formula (21) ,

we then find for the t:i’.fie~’e”,. :
.

Cra
t—

3X10- 6X1.23
.e = = 1.4 X10-3 sec

5.7A = 5.7 X47.5X10-5 ,,

,.

Thus’ -% =’46.7X104 ; ‘:2’ ‘“ “
,.t,e

the h.&% Q =;% X 60,,000 =’40~000

whence , takirig the ‘activation energy fo’r‘the photo c,hemical”
reaction, E = 30,000 and the molecular spe’cific heat’
c 5,= ... . .,,

QEe ,, = 4’.7X104X3X104X2.7 = v 5X102

CRT 02 5X2X5X10b
●

,,

Thus
Q~e

<< k

te’
that is, ”“the pho”tochenical ignition

CRTOS

of the mixture 2Ha + 02 as well as the thermal s“elf-
ignit ion cannot Sri se from any thermal cause and must have
an .entir.’elycliff,er.entorigin.

Up to the present, we limited our, analysis to the
critical condition for self-ignition and said nothing as.
to”hov~ .j~le‘tem~er,atu,re.and quantity of reacting substances
var.y’’vi,it.h.the “i,irne:~~~,en,ow, ,fol~owi,n’g,Todes (reference 4)’,
briefly ‘co’nsi.d.er,.th,$.s,quest io’n - Y.irst,paki.n~ the simpli-
fying as”$iutijj%ion,t:h,at’,the reaction velocity does not
change with time %uti &mains the sgtme a’s St ‘the start”.
This assumption is not ,of course strictly true since the
number of initial mol”e”cules decreases with time, but as we
shall show %elow, the assumpti.on does not ‘lead to any large
error in the computation. The’ equation determining the
time rate of change of the temperature of the gas’ will now
be :.. ,’, .,.,

..~ ,.’‘.,.’,. ,.,..... “,, .,.,,,. ...,.,
-Ec~v dT = ka?e Qv. - ~s ,’(T.- To),’ ——

N dt. N
(25)

.(
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At ,pr.e,s6ur’es,below, ,t,~,ecr.i,tical thi,s equation leads “tO t&3,.-...,.,
gradual eStabl,ishrn,entof the..,s,tead~ t empe,r.at.~re,;!I?:I.1>~ !T!,O,+
AT. .. ”,.. ... .,,-.. .,, .’, .,.,,,.. . ,,, .,:.,,:, .

‘“In the case “iiher”et’he ~res”sur’e’is co”ksiderab”l:,y‘above
the” criticalg the se”coridterrn’’uri‘t~e’“riglik si”de ,of the ‘ ~~
equation may be neglected azid the equatio”n ‘ .’ -

,,. .,.,.,.

dT = ~ a(n-l)

E c,. ,..

can be integrated.
.,

ghe integration of the above equation gives a charac-

.te”nistic c“urve of t emperat.ure .variat ion with time; Figure
9 shows the solutio,p for a monomolecular reaction with

constant ,& =’.1014, ~ + = 25 ~is m~y be seen,= 40, CT .

for a relatively large time inter~al (2 to 3 see), the tem-
perature rises very slowly until it reaches the value

+ ~Oa RTO”2
go

( .)
-“ the pre-explo”siori heating ., Beyond

r T .’

that instant , the further rise in temperature up to the
value corresponding to ,the expl,oeion ternpe~ature..(a few. ,
thousand degrees), is practically ins~antianeous or, ‘more
accurately, ,extcmds over a negligible fraction .of.$he time,
interval t. After “the entire original product $~”’sbeen
consumed the gas begins to cool. ‘1’~ecurve in $igure 9
is discontinuous sin~e it is naturally impossible ‘to lay
off on the same ordinate’,t emperatures of the order of a
few degrees ,and a few %hous~nd degrees. The, ,tirne ti ,from
the start of the ,rea”d’tionto the pre-e Xplosion heating is
called the -perio”dof indti,ction. It pract”icially’coinc’id8.s’.
with the tine fro~ the ,,s.tart,of the re.act’ioa,~o ‘the explos-
ion; ;the latter.is easily measured’ e.xp,erime’nt.~11~.,,For
ti$ ?odes found the ‘ap~oximate expression’ “, “.,

‘ti= -==+=try:oa >,:,,”’
-II3 Qkane.

RT .,

since -#
,,. .

is a“ small q~antity, not exceeding ‘0.05 for

those cases of interest to us, ~ is also a small quan-
5X500

ti%y “of ihe order o.f = ~’0..1 or les~’,” - is of
ZQ

the order of ’O.03. to 0.001. Hence t~ = 0.01 - 0.001 tr
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is .thi .or&er of magnitude of the iriduction, period. “Rece.ll-,.,.,,,..’ , i,..,.
in,g,nowtherelation ,tr ~’.’~~g:$”

::,.,,
,we hqve ti~ .ete...!..,-..,,-...k ... ,..=

.-GRTO,.,,....,6.:~ ::, ~,., ~ncrea~e~‘,, :,“.. .,. ... ..

In the neigh~arhood. of” the critical. pre.seu~e ,’ti
several tirn’esbut’ rern&ins the same ordeiof.”magnitude..,,.’ ., ,. ., “ ,,, ,..

“l!heabbve coristderatiotis lead.to’~ vmry important re-
Suit . Sipce; from’ the’start of the reaction t’o the end of

: the” in~tietion periodi<s 0~01 to,O.001.of the’ react iozi times
at::t~e ,in’starit’”cf‘“anabr’ipt r~~e $n~ernperature:.or”at fh~

instakt of &plosiori the time is ‘not ‘suffi&iefit””&or’more
thati”’;:lpercent ef.the substancato. undergo .bhange. This,
circutistance i’ully’$xstifies tbe assumptionthat>the rea,c.-”
tion velocity is practically consta~t..up to the very in-:’
stant of explosion. It furthermore justifies not only OU?
computations of the induction period but also’ our previous
computations of self-ignition point since we everywhere as-
sumed that the number of reacting molecules at the iilstant
cdrresfiontting to the point of..tangency of the heat conduc-
tion straight line :t.riththe curve of hqat liberation re-
mhins” the same as in tlie initial gast tYor:.:thi.sreason;
any more”’com~libated’ consideration as to the explosion
co”’nditions becomes unnecessar~,for those case’sof interest
to Us. ,,‘. ,.

., ,.
~he ease is very di.ffercnt where the reactions are

associated with small values. for’ ~ or Q? where we no
longer have the typical explosive process. If the acti-
vation energy is very small and the reaction occurs “for
each impact of the par%icles, it is not possible in gen-
eral to preyare’” such A gas for: ‘if we llaVe a reaction be-
tveen two gases we c~nnot mix them, Thpy. will burn at the
separation boundary, o~, mixing. This is the: case, for ,ey&’,
ample,,.in. mixing ~otlium v,apor %Iith chlorine* If t’he at-.
tivat,ion .energy,is. small but the ,r.eac,t’ion”,veioc.it~is, not
too:great,’ the”,heating. AT, Wilfll,be very la%Ge and t.h”ere..,,.
w!llv,be no, ‘quantitative difference be$w,e,e$.r,e.action~’,OC’-’,’
curr.ing below or above the e’tipl,osionli,mi%.,,. ;;, ‘;,,.., .

., .,. , ,... ,.,
At’ sinal~ valu~,s of’ .E. the al,ebnce:o.f.a ‘,shhr,pbo”u~.d-

,,

ary bet~.~eenthe steady .and explosive ‘stakes i’s iw’sociated..
with, a ,large tncr,emen.ti...AT. and means that e,ye,n.at a l~r:ge

...~elo~itty.-tb$t?,,r.+a,ei%i?wn.i,:~L,~+t&l.l in the st,”eady’state. x~
the Pase of smal~, values of’’’’’Q,”o’irthe ,ot’herhwG_ t;~.ti,,
q~se,n’c,e”’of:’:~hesharp”:.,bo.undaryis du’e,’t’o“%Me,fact that ‘h~g’h
temperatures ,c~rrespond”’to’,the .explosion’:’’conditiond,,’ ~~:..

that, the, r,ea”ction”’velocity” ii high up t“o‘t~’e”’c~~%ainmefit:of
these} temperatures. ‘ ~~

,, ,~, ,,..,. .,
........!’ ... ;., ,..:’:.

,., ,

:
,,, ,,,, ,,, .,, . . . ..—————



,. ,I{e 8h,oyld:thq~eforecp nsi*er,ait~i+cal. expi. o~ive
gases, those which po”i”sessrsimultaneously” a high’”valtie of
Q:.(20s000’ or” nore’’’caaOl)l”’aridrida’.h$gh t.h~rm~~” stahi~i~y’ ~
against decomposition - tha~y’is, a high energy of activa-
tion E. (20,000 “cal..Gr:nore). All the.result,qbbiiained ,
by us are applicable.tn practice to. these typicalexplpsive
gases. It is necessary to note- moreover, that a small
value, of 3. makes ~the explosion,.nontypical onlyin the
case’wherethe yelo.city o,fthe mxmnolecular or b~,rnolecular

~reaction.is~ associated with an, abnormally sina~l constant k-
When this’ is”not the case (when, for.exanplti, for.a bimo’-,
lecular reacfiion k + @mfi) the SX@l va?~e of the ac~~-
vation energy does not prevent any sharpness in. the explo-
sive ‘conditions and does not mask the. ‘explosion,phenomenon.
The difference is only that the explosion o~cur.s.at v,ery,
low temperatures. ‘~he value E/Rl! remains large in spite.
of tiherelatively low Yalue of .2. ,,..

. ... ‘,., ,.
To the above”’ca.ses belongsi apparen%ly$ the explosion

of HBrwith. ozone’,.which ~eaction is quite shar lydefined .
8but oc.cursat..’a temperature of the order of 100 C, or the

explosioxv of” H= “withfluorine:,’ For the case of a small
value of Q with normal E, the. di.stinc$ion between the
explosive’-ant the stationary reactions. becomes less sharp,,.
In the work of Tod.es and Melentye*- (reference 4) an accu-
rate analysis (by numerical integration) is made of the
characterof the phenomenon for monomolecular reactions
(wi~b the” constant k =.1013). . ~~ ~ “

We present’two curves showing llo.wthe reacting sub..

stance changes with ti~e
(
‘t = :s t’~here b is the number

of.reacting molecules and a the initial>: 1) case of
large” Q (~ypi,cal ,ex,plostoq, fig. 10)s and

Q (+iwll)c
2] case of

Srlia,ll These curves well illustrate the
ab,oV.equalitative consi.derations~ .l?igure 12 ‘shows the var-
iat,fon of, t,hb temperature with ,the time corresponding to
the”’same conditions as for figure 10 (typical explosion).
We see that for a typ~cal explosion a change in pressure
of,.0,2 percent near the sel,f-ignitiom limit qualitatively
chan~es the picture. of” the process** ‘Nothing similar is,.-,

*Here ~ “’=~S/Oav, ~ that ‘is~ inversely. proportional to the

pressure “p. Jfeisi,ethat for”l’arge’ Q on than’ging V from

,6.84x.104 “to, 6@3x10’4, fia~,,}’en,“changing the press,ureby
0.14 pert.en.t~,,,thereis, a“,sharp change in the picture’ of the
combus.$io”k.yrocess. Yor ~. ,equal to ~6.83x&04”’; the reac-
tion is slow, while” for “a value 6.84X104 after ~’;certain
induction period the rate is several times multiplied (ex~

.plosion). .



I ..., ,.::::)~!f:;,, , ;.,,(.,: .,,.“,::,.:,~”.:,-.,’....’..
.. TXi Las ~~?pn;’8hown4,:ti~.t..,,for.,’<+k~ure B .~ey.~p,’,,.,tlie,cr,i%~,~

:..;.’,:.,,. :::,:”,,:,..,,:’; ,..,,,~.<; ...
.,,,’,!..,.,,..

ical, the,,.ind,u,c+.$oh’period is ~qner,@ly, ,v’bry,,small,..aiid,,iS
mea~ured ‘i:htlrnes o’f~the “o’&-&erof’ 1 sebond’j 7In rnan~ cgi’s’&”&,
howe:W&c. ““<the:s61f=igtilt%bk’0&6ur”s” with+ a coxyside%ki~%$r~I‘-,“:”.;
larger: Lag; p,e.r,%pd-,.T&u,sl.for .extmpl.ef$the .s8Lf-ignLt ion ~~;“v
o.f~a-m$.xtnzre::of;i. methan e;Jfifh.,.o*ygeq:,.at.~:t.eppe”rat.ure,oS ::.
7300,.,C,,,,,a,q:,:?~e,sqpre ,of..4,9.@33im6ter,p, oc~,rs wi+h a,~’ag,of
4 ~irlute’s● Thk:~‘tiarne‘‘o,rd’e’i‘o? ~~~nittd.e of” in~tictiod peri.<-
od is obser~d~’”for ‘“o~hi@ .h$droc&rb’ons”arid the oxS&at5-bti oY’
carh’o’ti”sia~hiae ~”;l@t&o&en” sul~kide’~ ~~anti t’h,ede comjjos-t%ion,’
of C120. Tarttctiltirly Lirge ig~itioh dbla~s Are’:‘obber~ed.”’
with liquf.d-and so~i~ ekpl:osive mat erials bf”t:en~meatiur~d
in 10$s of minutes and even hours. According to the re-
stilts o’f’Ro-ginsky azid his ~coworkers” (reference;” 18 ) on’ the
explosion’ of, trini’%rotblkene: &nd’ iiitrb”glycebine’::ih” closed” ‘
f~a~kb$ the ignitfbn lags s~tietimes re-ach 5 ‘to 10”:hours A ‘,,,..,. ... .. .. .,,.,..... . . ,,.,,:,.,7, ... ....., ,“.’. ,,

A study- of the icin6tics of these re&etions* ‘shows ~~~
,.,

that tli’eyar; all aut ocatalytic t that iS. the r9z@tton veu
Ioci%y as a func~ ibn’”of the “quantity of reacting”’ substance
‘X;””in the first ‘stagb”s of’ the chemical change ~ is ttesdribed
.b~.the ~~uatio~ ~=’@i +~no where no is the number of

molecules. of the f~rial or intermediate uroduct produced

‘or w’ “’6.s::$%fuiic- ““
t’. kno,~r”:~.fi”o””.s’~“tnc~ ,:

....”!,,,, ,,, .’ .’’,:,.~”

..~(.q%.l) and=,,~t =
,., .“.:. .. ““

noept [2G)
,,,’..’. ““

,,
“Y,h~,Constant ~.- itself. decrease s,.as.,th~ .reactioq

progiessek, ““due”to the’;~kicrbase‘“in“the ~tiantitiy’~of=f~lt”i’al
.:....,,:,.,.”’.” ,:..~ ... ..,: ...,,..,: .-,,.““,!..:..,, ..........’:... . :,J .,,++.j,:.,,...,,- .,.. . . _

*!l?hetheory b+ tlie’~e”“ph&Ohena was” developed’:;a%’”{he’:I~&tiu”
fute of &heaical Physics. l?gr bibliography, see reference
38:: ‘ -,.:,.,,-,,..,, : .’:‘,, ,’.:
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subst antes.. ‘In a.Par,,ticular case ~~@ = -VPo:.(a + x),.:.Here...,
the reaction velocity as a func~ion-) Of., ~ ;is:~kh.cwn..in:” ; .
figure 13s and as a function of the time by the curves of
fi@me” W;: i~here -;l:$.2“;3.;.4- :corrwspcmd ~~tb ~~the..:jpe s~ur es

Ifs” for the occurrence of thermal exj’lo%ib’ri~‘tt’:’ls‘“ ~
necessary, that the reaction v%,locity should reach a certaiu
Ctiii’cal:‘+ql~ii’”Wc”r:;”.:the”?,at- pressure ~,;‘Pl ‘~:~,~~.;,~x910*i on!.. : .,..,f,.,..,, ,,.,.
occurs” .a,f$’er,.*ime. ,,T3 ; ~$oti,pre;jype., pa.,“*,?~9~ ,$,~y::.?&:., ... . .
for pr ei.s.urcep4 the expl.osi,on..w.L13$:*1,,gen.er:al,,not,.ocm.zr.

The ninimurn+ ~r.essurb at i~hi-chexplc%i oti is’ pb’ssibl’e~will .’
be i?3, ...and’ this Ipressure. ‘c’otrespends ‘:-.t’o~%~,e: maximum pos-

sib.le lag “..?&i:jThu”s”in these” ~,as.,e’s”the,,.~i”k(duc’tiori“p’?rio~ ““

ii ,con~”c.ted, no~ ~~i.ththe.”hq@igg of the ki’xture~,but:.~Jit~
.,,

the t$rne.necessary for. the $.sothermal,:re@iop:, .*o.proc,eed
UY to a point .Where an explosio~,, iS PO SS%hJ-e.O..Yor. this
reason, the i.qduction,period can be gre.atlY,.Pr?longes6” .

.,,., ,. .! ,,,.. . ,..
tie~8hal.1 ,no~”8xpres s..ma$~em:at iC6& i~i. ‘S.e,l$.=ignition.’,.:.

con?.itions for: a given case, limiting ourselves to %be. .
fir~t:,s%agps pf the reaction {JO. to 20 yerce,nt) , for which.
we may as sune CP as a constant depending on the quanti-
tie.s o: ~~init i,al sub,stan,ces and on;,$he ~tempera,$uq,e. Gener-
ally the,..c~nstant cp is proportional to the first or
seg.ond.power ..,.of:the pressure, of the =i~ture ..o?~what am,~ynts
to the same thing, .to the number of molecvles of the: in~t%al
subskan.ces pe~ &nit volumet and i.ncrqas8..sexponentially with*

,,. . . ““--i%‘“” ‘“ “;”the fempe~~ture accarding to the’ l“kw ..e If,elimit ,,oiu-..
se~yes’”further”lto. those’ casekj.,~oi,whi,ch $h~ t.iue “constant
te .::(tif the order 0.01 to O*5 sec~~,’f.?srn~l~. i~,’”cbrniarisori.,. .,,
with,,the time. of autocatalytic acceleration of..t+?.,reqct.;.qr.$

.,

an.d,,maybe. q’egLec~ed. ,:Un,dp’rthe,se ‘assumptions, ~h,e,entire ~
theory ,d’kv&lo.pEpdabove remains valid’ except ,,th~t in place ~.. .

.= ,,, .’ ;,.

0s. ~’-= ka~ ‘Ts we must hav8 “iri:”the” formula’

,.. .. .

Thus*,“,for example, o~’ the ,assUmp$\o”n,of ,con@ucti Ve.
hq.at t.ransfe.r for,.a.cylindr$ca~ ves,.sel~ the critig.al CO.@.-,,.....
ditloq,:(fo.rmyla: (16)) for self-igni$icm will he . .,

,., ,. ,;, .

8c~ = Er2Q(&x ~“no) = ~

RTO%

,,,.
.“

(~7]’



. :”..,.:..,’;

.,$!le..qwgn$tude ‘ALT = 10-~x\o~3 ~=,.lO1O W1-L~anc~ t-”a~3,., .
‘a, ;lo, xlo, ,, ,“.-,~.,, ,’ ,,

Constint %’10. In the case of small ?or example,a. 8

less than’ 10*, lg’”* s 2.’ I?or sqial.ler for :,exa~~~:.’ no$ ‘“

ple 104~, lg ~ ~ -02. -’Ife see tha-t‘for a variattoq.i~.. ~
,.

‘o 12y’104 t$mes” 0.434 ~~ varies orily IJy 20 pd$c$nt -
about. the valtie 10; !l?husin this case ve may,.assuqe.“
that on changing..the pressure afid tempe~titure’ within q. .
suffici9ritl~ lar~e tnteryal,

.!..
,, ..... ,., .,,,,.

.,- E,,:, ,“
..,,. p? “.=

-~ ,., .’;,, ~~~
,,,,, ... f?a]ze = COQS*: :, (ii}

,..,,. .. . . ..,, ,.. .. ,.:.’r‘,.“ :’.
Herice for ~.’’’constant” pressure the relation between

the:lag yeriod a.nd’the, absolute temperature should satis-
fy the relation . “,:,.: .:: , ,,: , .. .,.,;.;

,,.,. “: ,., -’ -..$,:,- ,.., ,. ., ’,.’
,., ..!,.’,., ,!,, -.,’”, “~’ ; ., ,,, ., ,,., .’.,~3’;)

~~ T=”~,~,.;‘,.’, ‘. “,,:.:’.,, .:,.,...’., .... ... ... ., ,,, .

where ,..,Ak..adt, .,.:,’”,:.;. ,;;,.,. g.- ..A “. ,,:,.......,,, ., ,’
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In.‘:~he case of aut ocatd.st ic d.acompos.itI.on.:.of::,expl.o-.. ..
sivO materials, .,only.~+e ,$ernperaturO,,~,ay ch~ng8 gng only,,.
relatlon (3’0);must hold; The “c’on:itant-’here ‘will n’bturall~
be essentially different for gases under other conditio~~
of reaction’, .:. “ .“’” , ,,, ~ ,.‘:’:.,

Fornula (30) was first established by Roginsky (ref-
erence 18) and his cowoi.kersfor iritiit,roto~uan+ and nitr.-o-
glycerine in closed fla~ks. (The,,use of closed flasks is
~p~arently necessarv to. jrevept, ...sylashing.,o$::,~pe autocata-
lytic product s.) Figure 15 “gives”:.t’heresults of Roginsky
for trinitrotoluene. The energy, of activation for this
substance waq:,fdund...tl?el?e27s000 calories, and for nitrd-
“gl+&&r~n&,” 25,700 ca~o$~esa “;”-’”“’ “ “’ , ‘,,,.,,,:,, ., ,

,..;,

After we ha? develope~ the theory of the induction
per$.hd, Garner andh$s”’ ”coworkers-(ref.e..rence19)’’cafried
out a number of investigations on the ‘decomposition of
crystia~s of dolid.exp16sives inevacua~ecl retorts, ‘#tUdyri‘ .
ing both .the kinetic process. and the relation l?etw8en thq
explos~oi lag inter.val’’ahd ‘the tempeiat,ure. ‘ It wa~ found -

‘@= loo*~~4Vt,~PPlies with gobd ap-’that ’thd law’ w = noe

prox~ma~iov to the, f$rst~stages (2O to 30 l?@rcen*~,of th:
‘decomposition for a number of explosive substances (lgad
styphda$e, barium azide$ ‘mercury fulminate):”, It .wai found,
on chan~ing”tlie temperature by””50°”C, tjhat,the ~qlue:of “’n.
was practically constant. l?he’valu~ of q va$ie$” with

E

%he temperature according to:~he, law e - me The activa-
tion energy E is equal to 40,000-60;009 calories for
lead styphnate and 30,000 calories for mercury fulminate. “

,.,,. ,,, .,..
.,. Yhe relation” between lg ‘r and. ‘l/T’ was fiindt in’:

agreement with the theory, to be linear - the energy”of
activation E. computed from the constant A for lead
styphnates being equal to 39,,000 and-for mercury fulmlnate
30,000 calories - that ~s$ practically the same as for the
magnitude p as should also follow ’from the theory. -

For combustible gaees..this.type’of investigation of
the induction period was unfortunately carried out only
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for the case of oxidation of-methane “at high temperatures.
The oxidation of methane is an &.utocatalytic reaction sat-

,,. isfyihg the. law..,w.=.,n e,~
T

up ~o,30-40 percent of the
jwoedsso: :Yorrnulas (30 arid’;”-(31)w-ere.chtic”kedb$’l~e~man,:--
and Yegorov (reference 20), who showed that the relation~

E
... ,.. ,’ “:, ....,

~e:~ *n = const ,was, ,,&pplicable,:W.i,tha large degree of ac-,.,
curacy. On figure 16 is shownthti’plot ‘of lg p against
l/T experimentally obtained for various pressures .of a
ml$ttur’e”’ofnethane. with. oxygen. ~he activation. energy E!
is equal”’to90;OOO” and the exponent n has nearlythe’” ’
vaiu”e 20 Kinetic ”tests conducteii;by Bon6 (reference 21)
and” Hinshelwood (reference 22) (at n~uch.lower ternperaturesg
howeve~), give for the constant q va~ues near E.

It is here necessary to.tiote the ielation between
lg p’ and l/T for constant lagin%erval and the same re-
lation applied to the uinimum explosion pressure for each
given temperature. In the first case (constant T in the
initial stages of the reaction)

,,.

lgp= ,Q$?f!a+c=$+c, (32)

3’ormethane _ = A z 10,’000. In the second case then
coefficient of l/T is sonewhat different.

.

In the initial stages cp increase’s with the nunber
of molecules in the vessel (and hence also vith the pres-

3-—
sure)’adcordtng ‘to the law w = cp~ = faa’e RT”’. Wheri ‘the
quantijtyof, reacting substance is Iargo,s.:cpx = ~

E.—
-%f’ (a _ X)2 x s ~ff or :.fa (a.& x) x o-’~‘ (the latter in

a case where the total pressure of the nixture is impor- t
tant as,for.exanple, fo,r”.chains. breakimg-at iho iwall’s)ti
Corr%sponaihg to these the fiaximutivelociky”of t’he reac-
,tiOn yiil$w . , .,, ,..,

,,,, ,,,’
~g :, - ~

. . -f?. ,,,”. “,’
=f& a3e f;”a3s . ,. .,Wn or’” WU =

,, .!.,---,.”.

In any case the’ maximum velocit”y.will %S--proportion”iil
tO the cube of a and hence to the cube of p. Eence by
the thermal explosion formula
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. . . .? ./,:,,, ,,; . . . ,- .:,. . ...... .,- ,., ,.. . .. . ..., :.:.. ... ..; .. -:.,,,:,,., ,.4.

= e ,+~C:#:~sr;,’”~k,.;the.gen~rn~or$ ,“~~pr’o%trntitely’i “,lg p“~
. ,,

ca8e ’;”“for any Paiua Of ‘“n: “ ‘“’ “: ~~ ‘“ ~~~~“’
,.,

. ... ..

,., ,., . ,.. ;,.-,, .,’. ..

,;,!!hu.sthe temfierature coefficient of the minimum .expLo-
sion pressure will be less than the temperature, coeffi=
cie’ht of the explosion pressure at con.stant.?l..~ginteryal

,(corresponding to tests with small pre-’+~?losion he.atin,g)

in t+e ratio” A .“ Inpartictilar~ form ethaneg’foi ‘

n= 2 thi.sratiowill be 2/3. rf the value of A in
formula (32) is equal to 10,000, then ’for the coefficient

Al there is obtained the’””value ‘AL = ;A ~6600. “
,,’ ,,

Zagulin (reference 6) experimentally determ~:hett’the”
dependence of the minimum explosion pressure on the tem-
perature and obtained straight lines similar to those of “
figures 6 and 5. Yron these curves he found Al = 7000,
that is, a value very near the co~puted va>ue 6600*

.,., .. . .,’
The relation “0..434 @T = const was derived””On tie as-

i,g ~
2R)W’ Insumption that. was at least half P = in —.
Er~Q

the cake that tl~~s ~agnitude is near the value of, P and
no itself changes with the temperature, the relatioi
VT = Con,st. cea~es. to be vzlid and it is “nec~s~ary..to ~a~ce

use of the relation VT+lm’~~”= corist or approximately

,, ; o’-43i cpT i-Ig no = cons$’ ~ 16 “ “: . ,(34)

(sinc,&:‘:,~o’ ‘: ‘::

.,..

.isprop,ortional to To to a power Bigher thm
the second);’ Th.is$ormula must be used When ‘l:g”.no i’s O:f

the sane order of magnitude as the constant, that’is, lg no

is near 16 when 0.434 CPT is considerably less than lg no.
The relationmay be rewritten in the,form noe~T = const.

For rumll values of CpT, corresponding to large no 9

,we,,obtain.a,s.eeo.nd~limiting expression: s;.
,.,,.. ,’ ,,- ... .,. -.. . ,,

,,,,
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,.,
that is, ,with i,ncrb””a’si~g“t.ekper””it’ure&,. ““dr:op:i,;’%’‘“.... . . . .: .). .’..

.. . . ., ,.. -., r.
,,

,.

is ~ery ~“&ge’, !’:;+ ‘, ,,In the limit. irhe’n,no ,, may in.,&en-
era’ibe neglected a“n.d.~,he expl osi”oi,~vill occur ,,w.it,h,out..any
lag or. m~me accur?,?ely,.,with a lag determi,nq:d by, te,..,:”

The ie.li,c”it’y.“~.w” f’or,,,.t ‘= O is equal to ‘“no,’ If ,’.no.,,
is so l~r~e t’hat,a ,t”he’r’,ma 1’ explosion ts possible..
there is no necessity, for, a sel,f-accelerat.e,d.::reactionas a,
result of autocatalysis. This apparently is the fundamen~
tal reason for the considerable lowering ‘in the self-
igniti,on temperature on’,adding to the cofi~ust.ible mixture
very snail quantities of’ certain actitie compounds of the
type l$Oa. These additions~ by” reacting on “th’econbusti- “
bles, ”considerab ly raise’ t’he rate” of formation of the final
or active ~roduct so On increasing no , the value of cpT
drops, but since for a given temperature cp is constant,
there is a considerable d,ecrease in the induction period.. ..
On the other hand; keeping T constant we can, %y the ad-
dition of an active compound., considerably decrease q)9
that is. lower the ,explosion temperature.

11. IGNITION BY lIEANS OF HEATED BODIES

iletore pro.cesding to’ the computation of the ignit:ion
temperature of combustible. gases ignited by heated wires
or small spheres, that is, bodies of dimensions such as are
enployed for this’ purposes let us” considers following Zel-
dovich (report to be published) the ignition conditions ~~
for a gas contained between two parallel walls9 one of
which is maintained at a high,temp.erature 91. and. the
second at a low t,emper’ature To,. In order. to, exclude con-
vection, the plates are assumed to lie parallel to the
grounds the plate at the higher temperature being at the
top. %!he problem is that of ‘finding the minimum temperature
y= of the hot plate at which (with’ the other plate at room
temperature To) the gas is ignited.

The reaction velocity as before ivill be assumed as
,.
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-E
equal to w = kane: and” the qu’aqt.ity ‘of heat generat ed

.E
-z “ksi~

per second per unit volume ..’. ~ * :
,.”

on account. of $..tsem.on,enti,a,ldepen,?.ence on..the tem-
perature the rea’ctiori will ‘take place tiainly”near the hot
wall, so that the linear drop of the temperature with dis-
‘taticefro~, the upper plate will not, holil true”. Tliis tle-
c“rease”i~ the temperature gradient near-,’the hot wall will’
be greater” th6 higher the te’mperatur’e’ Ta” siti~e the’ reac-

tion will then be,.more energetic and, more heat will be lib-
erated’. The .corrbspond$ng temperature dist’ri’ti~tions.for
various values “of 5!3 are’schematfce,lly ‘shown in” figure

17. r’ivas”’khown rigorously %y 2el&o,vic-h (and qualitative-
ly “clemopstr&tpd by .T?a.i!~off)’th?.t.”i’gn$’tionocc.urs”at that
tempera~qre T1 ‘“ht whi.ch t,he,te~per~tur,e ’gr?.dient ,

(dT /ad.x=o gea~r:;’~h”e’hot surf”ticeb“e,c’oti?,s’’e’qualto zero or,

other.wis,e exppbs.s”ed~ at, wlzi’tithe p~atp:,does not lose heat
and =11 the heat, flowing to. the cold. plate Wi,ll-be” gener-’ “
ated’ by, the” reaction takin’g place iri,’are,l,ative~y narrow’
zone. t“’ near the hot pl.atei ..,,’. ,,,,.

- Iii shall cOnpute ~h’e qtiatit’ity.o: ~l?’a-tg?nerated at “ .
Tl”,”’near the ignition tenperature$ that i“,s~when (dT/ax)o

= 0. As we shall see below, the distance,, ~ is about 10 -
percent of the distance d between the plates, and thus
the gradient dT /dx for x>~ will not only be linear
as %efore, but its: nagnitude:als.o will differ from (T~-To)/d

by not nore than 10 percent; that is, the same gradient %hat
would be obtained for an inert. nonreacting gas between the
plates.,, We, nay therefore assume that the-flow ofheat

throughl” square centimeter at X5 ~ “~ill alWaYS beaPWo~-.

ity fo’r:t%hot ~a-si “
!.

,“

The equation for deter”minin~ the temperature distribu-
tion with account taken of the heat generated by the reac-
tion is ‘ ... .

(1]”

,.

‘=#&F(T) =0

,. + ‘
where F(”T) = ~ kane . Near the’ hot” ‘~vallt~e difference~.,

.’
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which gives the ignition conditidn’”connecting tli6”’dSitancc’
botwocn the plates a.gd the gas pr~ssurc P with tho igni-
tion temperature ~l,i,: ““‘

... .,,..,.

Tho width of tho zona t ;within:w~ich tho .groator

part of,.,(thcreaction tdcos place is dotortiinod by intcgrat-
ipg oqu@i.og (2) .whor~,.as.,a.fi..r~!,approx:marioq ,. . ,. . ... ...,.,..’,,.,....’,. .... .... .,’1: ,,

.’m:;=... ,.
,.’.

we fiina . ‘ ‘ -,.
.. .

“.. .t,.=,,~ ~ .. 1.,. .,,
,,.-,., . ;,. ,.---.,“*v?T2-

The ratio ,.,..,,
,., : - !,..”<., .,’,., .,,.,

,“. ,.,,. ... ,
,., ‘, .; “, .’.,.

,.. .,,, ,,., ~,.

=-q”- “ “
....,,,\..-.,.,.. .. .,.“

... ,<. ,,

c2RTZ2,A
= ~ .,(6)

3P’(,Ti) ‘ {“ .
,. ,...,

.. . ... ,’,.,.-.,
RT1 TZ

= 2y—
~ T1-T~

(7)

is a“rn&nitu&e of the order 0.1; that is, the zone, within
whic~” t,~e re&ctiO~ bccu”rg is’ 66nsiderabxy le”ss’th,r.n””’the

distance’ between.’tille.pl&tes* “ .’. ~ ~~~ ~ . :~~ :.. ..’
.,,. ,,,,.$...,.!’,!! :..

We now $ass on to the”’co~sideration of tho~e cases of
tnterest t.o.na-;~~r.t is,. igqition Of,the g~sb~~ SMnl~
heatedboalf$s; imiwly~ snail spheres an~l,.wires. ~gt ~~~

sphere of r~.diiis‘.9 hented”to’ tenperat-ua ‘l?Z )Q pltibia

at.’the~ccntqr of a sphereofvery largo radius R (R>> p),

which ig; $illed with.the reactthgigas. By assuming ”thr.t
the zone within which the reaction occurs extends tio.a .
distance from the surf’ac~,’~~ $hQ.sphor~.~erY nuch l~SS
th~n, the radius of the sph~r~..t.lldproblom, to an accuracy
sufficient for our purposes”; is redwcedto the parallel
plate case just considered. The igni~ion condition as .ho-
fork’ Wilx’:’bo” (dT/ii~)r=p ,,. , i ., . ::= ‘O’=’:The rcnc~i’on~Aono:~:li?.l’”ox-,,.,,..,,.
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tend from the..~pherq su.r,.facoto distance ,~ which, as he-
fore$ is expres~ed by.:the.formula
1.” ,.. ..... .

.<, ,,,......,..

r

......... ....,,.!,

t
2“RT1a ‘“’‘“”-’’”’”’”-”““

= -,.,
.,. ..,. .:, . . . ... .. . . .. ,. -.. ., ..:

The flow,qf hoat,,throug~,unlt .~ound{ri,g‘surface of the
reaction zofie is approxirnatel~ ~fven ly:fortiula (4} “&t”nce
beyond...thq boundaries, 0<.”.6 .khe heat ,~~om the yeaction
may ‘be nbgleciied. !l?heintegrate heat ~low thtiough the
closed ,surface of radius r =

.“
. .,... ,,.:., .,,.

;,..,... ~, ;~+:; ‘<’)
“4; (p+ ga q =’il~ (P+,~

,,
This is equal to the flow through any other surface of ‘the
sphere of radius r. ,.,, ,..,

,.
I?or r’ > (p + ~). :wh”ere the reacti,on may Be neglected

the temperature distribuf’i.on will not be different from the
temperature distribution in the nonreacting gas except that
instead of the sphere, of,radius p we must take a sphere .
of radius p+~ since”tlie tdhp.erature” drop in the small’”
reaction zone ItsQlf is negligible. .,,,,,

!T!Iietemporat’u”re dis’trilmtion about ‘the sphere of ra.di-
.,

us p + ~ ,heatod. ~o T = TX with the temperature at in- .
finit’y “T. will bO .

T - To = ‘T1- To) (p +“”t)
r. .. . ~~ .,,, ,,’. ,,...,,

and tho flow
...

i-:~,:dT,) .(TZ Y To)’ (p *,.,g),:., ,. .,“q= ,, ~’,r:,h ,
ra ,.-,: , .

,.,:

-:.” ,,,, .’, . ,, -.,, ,. ,,.,’.,,,.

The ..intograted .f.lowthrough the. sphcr’e’’.of.rndius r
..‘.,!,.,.:.“:

:1Q ~~~

.“. (9)‘4n~ra’ & 41T (T%’ - To) (p ’.#’’’&)X””, ,, :,.
. .“,,

Equating (8) and (9), we.;obtain:. 71,. .

: .a*=:~@.-::)&’ ~~ ,
4Tr(p+,g),.,

or
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me. illuminating, ~ks and hydrogen in air were’ studied by
. Silver* wi,fh the +i&’.of hbat”ed me~al sph6&0$. Of ~..to 5

millimeters diatieter .,,,PIOtting”’ lgp/[T1 - T) against,...,..,,.,,
“ l~T’,

. . .
he obta’in%d”good straight lines. The balue of E

computed for methane-was 40.000, and,,for hydrogen 45.COO.,
The latter value was,considerably below”that;wbich”wou~d
have been obtained’fromk inetic data. Thoi’’posslbility is
not excluded that Silve’rls ,re~u~ts, are impaired Ijy,the }
eatal.ysia on the metal-’sphere ’eurface . Tliijpresence of ;
catalytic actiiona acao.r.ding to both theoretical and ex-
perimental re”sults, sMo,uld have a strong effect on the ig-
nitt’on temperature. As-;? qat%er of fact; “w$res of differ-
ent materials ignite the same ga,~ at different tempera-
tures. In particular, for a very e$rong catalytic nction~
igni~i.on, as ,isknown, doe:s notr in. gen.er@,. Occ,ur and
flarne.lesk c,ombuqtion,,ta,ke,splac-e. ,“:!lhisJ.is,.du.e.t.othe fact
that,,the “reactio:n..ta,king pl~ce~t the, heated catalyzing
su~fac.e envelops the ,l~st layer. of the-reaction Products$
thus scr,eeniqg the @eated Zayers from the burning gas and
the. molectiles ~f,.t~,e’combustible bun.n by diffu6ion without
any flame’.. It ,~’svery ,unfor,tu”natethat a problem, as im-
POrt@* as that o,f,,~gni,tion has. not-yet been ~uljectedto ~
systematic experimental investigation. Such an.invest’i~
gation would permit not only confirmation of the theory
but would provide very, useful data ~,n the, charact,erof the “
cherni”cklreaction~by de,termin~ng ,E and n in the for-

,,,.
m.lla 187.= kan e- z within a very large temperature inter-
val (s’inceby v“hryihg”the gas pr:essure and’’the’wire diane-
ter’ from 5 millimeters to 5p we can vary’ ~he ignition
temperature of.the..gas by a few hundred deg~e$s],.. , .

It l~not diff?.cult to, analy.ze the problem. of ighi-
tion by,”heated wires (of ~adius ‘p):uoaxially;p laced intitde;
a iarge, coidcyl~ndqr.( gf radius 3>> p)k. ,:,.. .. ::

,,. . .,
..,. .,. :,} .. . ;. ,,,

Iieasoniilg in the same way’”~% for the ca~?’,,of,the . ., ,
spher@. :~e:~o’bta~nthe following relat”ioa” bet’tiben,,,’~ + ~. en.a
T1: ,

,,, ,., .,.

“1(f ’+ ’p) in-QL.--’”. ‘Jil~(T1-@. ‘ ~~~~.’/ >

:,. , (p + g) : 2F(@.i)!RT1a’ ,,.
.,.’.. ”,

,. .. ---- -. ”..”....=..,,. ..“.. ..-.’ .- . .

*silver :(,c,it,edby ,Jos,tirefer.e,nce,2).,g,awe.an”incorrect “ . .
theory, from which hi:s’,,compqte@.act:ivat,l.onenergids came .
out half as large.



“~~=m;,,;;j.:n:~p~;i’=i:::Zo=+::,,.., ,’,
.’,”..,..

., ,.
,., ., .. . ...” ●,’. ..... ....‘,.:.,.,., ,..

,,. .,. ,., ~’.”;”’ “ “: /“””,
which,,fir _ ‘R ““” “ ‘ ““””

(p.*,,g),..,,:’’IOgipaisa.s .’l? (p,,,.:~] - 2“,’,0: “.,.,-,........,,’
t.: -’’whence “ .“ ““”’.”’ ‘:. ‘

(g -l’p) ‘-’3‘- ~ ‘ :pprOx’irnately i”’-“‘“ “ ‘ “ “’ ~
~., ,., .,..“

,:: Pln:=m. ~~.(.14.,.,,,,’.
,, ...

,,. ,.’
... ,,.. . ,.. ,. :..

..”, ,.’,

‘Thus far we ba-va con’side”r”e’d.tlie-cases of purely con-
ducti.ve heat: transfer .::“~e .shal”l”@.fscuss” “the ,qu~stion “of
C.onVeCtIiOn b’ecau”se%h’erd is;“a ~fdely ‘held ~f’ew that hot- ‘“
wire computat’io’ns ba”sed”on’‘“t.lie.eQuatlon of h’ent conduction ,,
from wires is “not correct. By the cohv’ect$on assumption,
the w$re is mzrrobhded “by & cylindrical ‘laminar gas layer
withi’n whi~h the heat fl’ows ly c~ndqcti,ofi and at the -bou~d’,-
ary of ‘this Iaysr’ is at the”’temperature T,>o”‘of the sur-,
r0und”i3igmadiumc’ ‘“: , . .

.,..’~, ,. .., .,
.,

.&ccording” to the’ &xperinent Al,r?sUlts ‘the c’o,nvect,ive
heat -fl”ow Of cylinder’s”” (~efer~ed to’ unit area Of’,’the~yl-’ “
inder) is q = w (Tz - To) = — A (Tl - To)o

2p where A tn-
,.

creases with, i.ncre&.sing radius p of the wire. The value
of,.the’coefficient A according to tlie’’theory.depends on,., .

the nondimenkion”~:l parameter ‘B =“d3.82g AT
7M2 1

where “d = 2p,

8 is the gas density, g the accelera%$on of grevityz
p the gas viscosity, AT the tlempeiature dro~ “(T - To~~
(T ~~da @&r; ain mean val~e of “the temperature bbtween
T1 . It is found that on changing B from 10~45
to 103, ,’

,,
th”e~~l~e ,0~~ i“’ Incregies from 0.45 ,tO:2.6; ,t~at.

is, ~lve ~ime8* . ~~

We shall comput”o .the’value of 3 for n gas ~+ atmos-
pheric pressure, assuming , d <.1 mm, 8 = 10-3, ~ = lo-~ *
g.= ~03, $ -1. We obtain 3 < 102; that is, for var-

ious diameters from 1.millimeter to d “= 1, A changb~ . .,,
from 1.7 to 0..5 (for. r = 0.2, A s .~-7)0 ..:

,, ,.’.

,,. ..
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We, cannow compute. the radius R!. .~f.the la~igar ,.
l~yer ,,wit,hinwhich ihe hbat is transferee.? ,~Y co~du~tion.”

.,,,. -Equating- the. tot~l.,flow from &_Unit’ Ierigth of the wire..
WAA (Ta - TO) to the flow oltained ‘fr”om’t’liesolutton of’ .

the problem of the heat conduct~o~,.be$ween” two coaxial
cylinders,. we ohtai.n

.,,

~A.(~i - To)
TTAA (Tl - To’) = :

in.,~
(15)

.
P

.. . ,. .,
R1 ‘; *“” 1“

whence In,—=-, = 1.7, in ~ =.&,~;l:02 or
p..,A . “’P” ●

RI = 3.2 p, which gives for p = 1 mm, RI = 3.2; and

RI
for p = O.lmm and A=O.?, in—=~-~p ●

and

“’T?Jrom fbrmul~a (14.) we see that fox th~ ratiius R of
the outside cylinder, the presence of convection shows up

only in thst in place of in ~ we have
P

l.%. For

R =3cm and p = 1 mm ln~~’~ Zzld In ; ~ ~e~. yo:

P = O.l,ma ln;=6 and ~n~=3; that iS* for the”

accuracy which we require (of the order of 100 percent in
determining the abswiuto values and of 10° in determining
the ignition temper~ure), it is permissible to uee ‘tho
solution based on conduction for wires Qf radius of 1 milli-
meter and less:., ,,

: We conclude Ilyfnveetigati,ng ~h~ q,uestion” of the ,com-
position of tho combustible mixture .noar the wires at the
ignition limi%. Since the temperatures of very thin wires
are highs the question aris,es’a~ to whether the wire is
practically surrounded by reaction products as in the case
of” a stron”gly catalyzing surface. Zoldovich, in ‘his pap~r .
(unpublished) provido,s anansw’er to,tkis quostion~ It is
‘found that tho po~cent of reaction,.products in tho gas
nbar “the igniting surface is al~rays sr:all since there is
&n ‘in’%bnsed.if?hiaion ,ofthese-products. fr.orn,...$h$reaction...
Sollci ~“ toward the cool gas. We give the corrospondiqg
computation below.

The distribution b ‘of tha number of moloculos of
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.
,,

the. reaction’: pro~ucts”’:per’,u“nit volumean~the ’”’te?peraturo
distri?uti,oh ,Pettieep the. plates a~e,,}ptained’!frgg’the’ @qu~-
ti.ons’ “;: . .,, .. . ..,.,”,’

... ..
,,. ,.,,,“

,,, .;,“ .,
“2”’

Q.” .’,,. , ;’” ,:.. ‘.
“A”’~”+”w ~ =“ o

, “. “
,,

. .

Substituting

e = ~1 (T -ATo)~

,p b+:; =o. ”...-
&xz

for the variable T the variable

and recalling that D “= ~, W6 rewriie
u’ .,.

the ?irst equation in the form
#O+w=’(jo “It then “ ‘

axa
“folloys that both variables, G aid b. satisfy the samo -
e,~.uation. At some distance from the hot plate T =-TO aad

b=o; thus, for large x (for example, near the cold
plate). e = O and b = O. At the surfac,s of, the hot plato
fi= O always% acaus”e the noncatalyz$ng surface neither
ax
generates nor absorbs reaction products &nd hence the flow
of material is equal to zero. When the te~perature of the
hot plate is near the’ ign”ition tenpbrature (and onl’y in
this case) (d~/dx)o at the hot plate is equal to zero.
Thus when we re’ach the ignition conditiotis the temperature
field becomes. similar to the field of concentration, since
0 and b are defined by the identical oquattons and iden-

tical boundary conditions. Thus,6=b or”
cl(~-~o)~ = 1)

Q

at all points between the plates. If the nunber of initial

nolecqles of the combustible nixture was a, thoa h wil?-
cofrespond 20 the temperature T “determined’by the oqua-
t,io~ ,,

.’
.. I) C:(T-TO)3T .

-=
8’

~ Q.

The nagnitud.e aQ/N is the ~otal anount of heat “ganorat~d
per upit volune during explosion. “Tho magnitude” Cl(T-To)
is the q“uantit~ of heat necessary’to ‘hi!at’aunit V01UU9 Of
the “gai;’to“tenperaturo T, Wa H,re.interested in the ex-
tent of combustion at the wira itself”; that is, in tl~c rsa’g-
nitude

,

..

I
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cl.. .
is t’k’eIi&at capacity” bf a’ siagle aolec:ale$ $- N

T
the

‘ . . ““*i’<.-.:,,.. t~-..,.4 +...,:, J (Tx+o ) -c”.
heat ca’~acity of ‘a’‘gr”am-“;rn~~eCU1 e , ‘“~h:en’c’e

“:& =.
a Q’

bl= (TI-To) 5.,~jj~:cq $!,z ,5,
“a’”’ ‘“’ Q’ ““ “’ “F”Or‘“”T1

Q=
4 1)1

3X10T+ that is, in di, i 3-

prodilcts of “ti:b:actiOn;’&&e” fouild”‘in the mixture near:,‘the
heatet surface.

. .
.,

. . .
Tor 9?1 = 1300° “an~’ Q’= 3“ x 1’0$ bz = : ; ::3””:=G.L7,

T
that is, 17 percent . Thus, up t.o very high temperatures
the percent of dilution by reaction products, even at the
heated surfc(ce, is not large. “The’ same relations as for
l.rireshold for small heated spheres.

,.

translation by S. Reiss,
National Advisor;r Comnittee
for Aeronautics.,,.
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